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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON 20330

OFFICE OF THE AbSS, ANT bE VARE '

Federal, State and Local Agencies

'- On October 2, 1981, the President announced his decision to com-)
plete production of the M-X missile, but cancelled -the M-X
Multiple Protective Shelter (MPS) basing system. The Air Force
was, ati4he time,ef these decisionse working to prepare a Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the MPS site selec-
tion process. -3sTese efforts have been terminated and the Air
Force no longer intends to file a FEIS for the MPS system.
However, the attached.preliminary FEIS captures the environ-
mental data and analysis in the document that was nearing com-
pletion when the President decided to deploy thetpystem in a
different manner. , , ,., .

The preliminary FEIS and associated technical reports represent
an intensive effort at resource planning and development that
may be of significant value to state and local agencies
involved in future planning efforts in the study area. There-
fore, in response to requests for environmental technical
data from the Congress, federal agencies and the states
involved, we have published limited copies of the document
for their use. Other interested parties may obtain copies
by contacting:

National Technical Information Service
United States Department of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161
Telephone: (703) 487-4650

Sincerely, -

N- --..

, - JAMES F. BOAT G

1 Attachment Deputy Assistant Secretary

Preliminary FEIS f the Air Force (Installations)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In recent years QUALITY OF LIFE has been used as an umbrella concept to
describe personal satisfactions and concerns with the total setting in which we live
(Liu, 1975). The aspects considered are far reaching, encompassing physical
elements such as air and water quality; ecological factors such as habitat for
mammals, birds, and fish; economics, including opportunities for employment;
politics expressed by access to political influence and decision making; and social
elements dealing with family life, health services, and opportunities for leisure and
friendships. All elements in this total setting are continually changing as a result of
natural processes and human actions. As Heraclitus stated, "There is nothing
permanent except change.""

Under ordinary circumstances we may not be conscious of the changes
affecting our quality of life until they reach threshold levels, in which case they
become readily noticed. We may not be aware that the community is growing until
new stores open and dwellings are built on the outskirts of town. We may not
perceive that the water quality of streams is changing until we hear fishermen talk
about the lack of fishing success. Aware of these changes, our sense of the quality
of our lives changes. In the examples above, as consumers we may consider the
addition of more stores as an improvement, but fishermen will undoubtedly view the
reduced catch with dissatisfaction. Yet the element that led to more stores--
population growth- -probably also caused changes in water quality of fishing
streams. Thus changes can generate trade-offs between elements affecting quality
of life.

Occasionally an action is proposed which has the potential for generating
large, rapid and dramatic changes in the elements that influence quality of life.
This prospect is presented by the proposal to construct the M-X missile system. The
purpose of this appendix to the M-X Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is to
identify how the M-X project could affect people's sense of their quality of life.

This Environmental Technical Report (ETR) opens with a discussion of change
processes so as to provide a framework for understanding the effects that
construction and operation of the M-X is likely to induce in quality of life. In the
first section, the interrelationships among changes, and their effects on quality of
life are described conceptually, with the aid of a diagram. Since the effects on
quality of life are likely to vary from social grouping to social grouping, Section 2
presents a brief overview of the major social groupings to be affected directly by
M-X. Most of these people, regardless of social grouping membership, live in rural
areas. Therefore, in Section 3 there is a discussion of quality of life in rural areas.
The rapid population buildup that the M-X program would generate, especially in
rural areas, constitutes a special case of rural social change and development which
has become known as the "boomtown" phenomenon or "boom-bust" cycle. This is
discussed in Section 4. Selected data are presented to describe the social conditions
that presently exist in the areas which might be chosen for the M-X program. Theeffects of the M-X program on social change processes and quality of life in these

various areas are examined in Sections 6 and 7. The broad institutional mechanisms
for developing effects management programs to mitigate adverse impacts of M-X
and heighten beneficial impacts are considered in Section 8.

4S
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1.1 CHANGE PROCESSES, EFFECTS, AND QUALITY OF LIFE

Numerous effects and changes will undoubtedly occur as a result of the
introduction of a new action or phenomenon--in this case, the M-X--into the social,
ecological, and physical elements of which a system is comprised. The changes
spread through the various elements in the system like a chain reaction. In the case
of M-X, effects would be initiated by construction, operations and maintenance
activities, changes in land ownership and management, new employment opportuni-
ties and resulting population growth.

A variety of quantitative indicators in both natural and social sciences have
been developed to measure changes or effects. For example, ecological indicators
include counts of wildlife populations per land unit while physical indicators measure
chemicals in water. For further discussion of ecological and physical indicators, see
the Comparative Analysis of Environmental Consequences, Chapter 4 of the FEIS
and other FEIS ETRs. Commonly used social indicators include median years of
schooling, infant mortality rates, median household income, number of doctors and
dentists per 1,000 residents, median age, the ratio of men to women, crime rates,
suicide rates, and the ratio of students to teachers.

Social indicators are practical for measuring social change and effects because
they are based on data that are routinely collected and made available by the U.S.
Bureau of Census and other government agencies. Of greater importance, the
collection of social indicator data is based on accepted and comparable
methodologies. This means that social indicator data from different parts of the
country and different points in time can be used for comparing the effects of
different influences.

Social indicators must be used cautiously because they have limitations. They
do not readily capture systemic aspects of social change. For example, a school
district with 500 students can have the same student-teacher ratio as one with
10,000 students. However, a smaller school district usually has fewer administrative
staff, and less diversity in curriculum and extracurricular activities than would a
larger school district. The use of the student-teacher ratio to measure social
change in a school district resulting from increased enrollment does not reflect
expansion of the administrative staff or possible program changes.

The systemic aspects of change not reflected in indicators can be illustrated
by an example which shows how the potential for a physical change can lead to a
social change. An area that experiences population growth and related increases in
dctivities that can affect air quality may not experience significant changes in air
quality IF its government chooses to offset the increased air pollution through
regulation of pollution. Neither social indicators measuring phenomena like traffic
levels nor physical indicators measuring aspects of air quality would verify the
possible adoption of new programs for maintaining a certain level of air quality.
Yet the adoption of such programs and regulations constitute a social change. New
positions would have to be created to implement programs and enforce the
regulations, and local citizens would have to adapt to them, either by complying
with them or by developing means to evade them.

To compensate for the fact that indicators do not show underlying system
changes, a diagram will be presented that displays very general change processes,

2



PURLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT," EIS:

"'The human and social impact on the environment here is going to
he in the nature of a tremendous boom-bust that will severely overtax
the services of this region, not only the large cities here like Amarillo 1
and Lubbock, hut also in particular the smaller cities and smaller towns
around the countryside. We also believe that the natural environnent
here is going to be practically devastated." (B0683-1-034)
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focusing mainly on social changes (for ecological and physical changes, see tic
appropriate appendices). It is intended to create an awareness of broader systeii,,c
social changes that are likely to be induced by M-X, and which underlie possible
population changes, the details of which are discussed in Section 6.

Another aspect of social indicators is that they cannot be used to evaluate
change. Changes or effects generated by major actions such as construction oi the
M-X system are neither "good" nor "bad" in and of themselves. There are no
absolute or universal standards for evaluating social chiange as ;-ricroreu in social
indicators. Evaluation depends upon tile values, perspectives, and purposes of tile
evaluator.

Although there nay be a very high degree of consensus that lowering inlant
mortaility rates is "good", not everyone is likely to agree tmat increases in 'nedian
years of schooling is "good". Further, one cannot conclude that a population with
more schooling is necessarily more satisfied, content, or "Detter oft" than a
population with less schooling.

One way of evaluating effects is to use the "Quality of Life" concept wni!cl
can describes people's perceptions and feelings about social, ecological, and physical
changes. This requires identifying the meanings that changing conditions have for
the various population segments in an impact area.

Evaluations of quality of life may be as varied as the social groups living in an
impact area. Social groups are usually described by their ways of life, elem-ients o
which include occupations; levels of income; religion; ethnicity; kin, community and
friendship interaction patterns; leisure and consumer patterns; an( values.

The quality of life concept presented here is sinilar to the definitions used oy
various scholars (e.g., Nornback and Shaw, 1973). One of the most wiaely puolIcied S

definitions states ... what constitutes one's quality of life in both a physical and
psychological sense nust be related to the extent of meaning and satvstaction
)roduced by one's existence in an organized human society" kLiu, 1980). Essentially,
the quality of life concept transforms changing conditions into evaluative state-
mnents by various social groupings. To state the flatter on a more personal level, the
question underlying quality of life is, "How would all the changes generatea oy by-,
affect rny way of life, level of satisfaction, and other things that are important to
me'?"

1.2 QUALITY OF LIFE IMPACTS DIAGRAM

0 Figure 1.2-1 graphically displays how construction and operation of tile M-X
nissile system would generate changes in community elements. The prospective

changes would be evaluated by various social groups in terms of their ways of life,
aspirations, goals, etc; and how they 'night ciange if the M-X is constructeu in their
area.

* The quality of life impacts diagram is composed of two major components:
baseline conditions and project conditions. Both of these are vital to the analysis ot
inpacts.

Baseline conditions reflect what the potential project areas would be li<e it
'.I-X is not built, and considers social, physical, and ecological settings, all of whici
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PIIRLIC COMMENT ON THE DR)AFT HIS:

"To those of us .vho live there (Nevada), it is a land of spectacularA
)eaujtv, vast skies, towering mountains, the magnificent vistas. It
provides opportunities to b~e with rnat-ire, whic-i is a primne value for nany
of our residents." (A0975-2-054)
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are subject to quality of life evaluations by the people living there. To the extent
that people choose to act on t-ieir own evaluations, a feedback loop occurs (from
right to left) which affects baseline conditions. The actions can occur on an
individual household level when, for instance, families choose to engage in more
outdoor recreation; which has implications for ecological and physical elements, as
well as sales and service activities, outdoor recreation managers and other outdoor
recreationists. The actions can occur at a group level as people organize to
influence local govern nent to do something about an issue or problem.

B3aseline conditions do not necessarily remain static over time. Population,
land use, water usage, and many other elements are always likely to change in a
given area. Baseline conditions are neant to reflect these changes and to show the
inost probable conditions at future points in time and to provide reference points to
measure and evaluate changes that will ordinarily occur.

The lower half of the figure presents the elements of interrelated change that
would )e effected by M.-X construction and operation, and affect quality of life
evaluations accordingly. !eployment of MA-X would lead to short-term
construction-related activities, and long-term operations and maintenance
activities. Constrjction activities would lead to land use changes, and provide
e nploy.-nent opportunities which in turn would attract many workers to the area.
The influx of workers would increase population within the towns and counties in
construction impact areas. In turn, population increase would change the existing
social structure and social groupings, and place :nore demands on public services,
health services, and the governing process. Some of the social changes resulting
fron increased population and increased demand for services can be measured by
.;3cial inlicators.

C'ccurring simultaneously with changes in population are changes in
"oppirtunity structure". This means opportunities available for land use, and use of
the physical environment for activities like recreation, water usage, etc. Changes
in opp>ortunity structure also occur in ecological settings which lead to other
-hanges, which will be discussed in greater detail later. At this point it is well to
reiterate that opportunities may be positive or negative. The changes likely to be
induced by M-X throughout the system constitute effects which can be evaluated by
various social groups in the area from a quality of life perspective.

The last co nponent of the project conditions portion of the figure is a
feedback loop from quality of life evaluations to other elements in the model. If
'%i-X construction is initiated, it is likely that much of the feedback loop will consist
of ictions directed at enhancing potential desirable effects of M-X and dampening
or mitigating potential undesirable effects. As noted, the judgments of which
p)tential effects are desirable and which are undesirable come from the unique
quality of life evaluations made by the social groups in the immediate area.

1.3 ELEMENTS OF QUALITY OF LIFE IMPACTS DIAGRAM

In this section, the various elements in the "project conditions" portion of
Figure 1.2-I are discussed in greater detail. To facilitate the discussion, each
element in the text has been assigned a number corresponding with the numbers in
the diagran.

7



Item 3: Demographic Changes refers to the changes in the number of people -

living in an area, and changes in the redistribution of a population's social

characteristics. These characteristics cover a wide range of variables such as age,
sex, birth and death rates, occupation, income and education.

Changes in size of population reflect changes in birth and death rates, and
numbers of people migrating into or out of an area. Construction of M-X would
generate significant demograpl-c changes. There will be population shifts within
the construction period as segments of the project are completed and others started.
As construction activities build up over several years, newcomers would migrate to
impact area towns and counties to seek new jobs. As construction activities wind
down, and the \1-X system moves into an operations phase, two types of
demographic trends would occur. In areas containing the newly constructed Air
Force M-X operating bases (O3 areas), population would decrease as construction "1
workers leave. However, the remaining porulation would be greater than it was
before M-X construction, because of increases in employment stimulated by M-X
operations and maintenance. In areas which contain only the missile shelters (DDA
areas), population would greatly decrease to near pre-M-X construction levels with
the exception of those areas serving support centers, unless other activities,
unrelated to M-X occur to stimulate population growth.

The significant population growth to be induced by M-X would affect other
elements, such as water supply and air quality, public services and social organiza- 0
tion (see Item 5 for definition). The character of these effects depend both on
numbers of newcomers and their social characteristics. For example, the marital
and family status of newcomers would influence increases in demands for different
types of housing and schooling.

To the extent that social characteristics of newconers differ significantly
from those of the resident population, an impact area would experience changes in
its social organization. For example, an area with a high proportion of employed
husbands and wives is quite different from an area where mainly husbands are in the
labor force. An area in which the dominant occupations are related to agriculture is
quite different from an area where the dominant occupations are related to
wholesale and retail trade and other industries. These differences would ripple S
throughout the system. For example, in the governing sphere, it is possible that
newcomers may bring different political orientations which could change the
character of local politics.

Item 4: Opportunity Structure C'hanges (OSC) are associated with a change
(increase or decrease) in population that produces a new mix of opportunities for all
the people in an area. Changes in opportunity structure are affected by changes in
the number of people as well as changes in demographic characteristics like age,
marital status, income, etc. For example, if newco:ners consist mainly of single
people, they would create a demand for a different mix of opportunities than the
mixture demanded by married people with children. For purposes of analysis, the
OSC are separated into basic components: economics, recreation, aesthetics,
religion, land-use, ecological aid physical elements. Each of these will be discussed
*briefly.

Economic opportunity changes would occur when ',-X construction creates a
demand for labor through creation of new jobs and occupations. Since local labor

6
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DlRAFT EIS:

"How will poor people, the elderly and others on fixed incomes be
able to comoete in the frenetic market place created by the boom of
construction. In one of the greatest petroleu-n producing parts of our
nation we are well aware of the problem of booms. Boomtowns are not
peaceful stable places in which to rear families or carry on life. The
way of life in this region centers predominately on agriculture, but your
study reveals a very limited understanding about the basic day to day and
year to year operations of the average wheat, corn, milo or cotton
farmer. Farmers in these days and times are strapped. Many are
nortgaged to the hilt." (B0626-0-008)
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can only fill a small proportion of the demand, a net in-migration of workers from
other parts of the country would be required to satisfy the imbalance between local
labor supply and aggregate labor demand. Labor migration has numerous implica-
tions for local and regional economies such as opportunity for diversifying retail
trade.

The new jobs induced by M-X present new employment opportunities for an
individual or a group but may result in hardship for the community. Public
comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement have accurately identified
the problem of public service workers, and other types of workers in the local area,
seeking economic opportunities by taking higher paying construction-related jobs.
This would leave the community with the problem of finding replacements for
existing jobs in a context of scarce labor supply.

Opportunity structure changes may occur in the ways in which people can
enjoy the recreational resources of their environment. For example, a population
increase may induce development of parks, bowling alleys, swimming pools,
community centers and other recreational facilities. But it is possible that so'ne
facilities would become overcrowded or degraded in quality because of increased use
by more people.

,\esthetic changes may occur in the opportunities people have to enjoy nature,
the arts, and architecturally pleasing buildings. The scenic beauty of an area may
change, be enhanced, or adversely impacted through land-use changes such as new

housing construction in undeveloped natural areas. Positive changes may occur
through increased opportunity to attend theater, musical events, and museums. B~ut
there is also the likelihood of the introduction of entertainment establishments that
are not in keeping with an area's standards of taste and beauty.

The opportunity for different religions to have congregations in an area would -
change as a result of population growth. This would be especially the case if
newcomers were much more diverse in religious preferences than the resident
population.

Land-use Opportunity Structure Change would arise initially from withdrawal
of public lands and some purchase of private lands for project use. Conversion of
grazing and agricultural lands into an operating base and deployment area for the
M-X program would change land use patterns in the countryside. The influx of labor
would stimulate demand for more residential, commercial, and recreational uses of
land in and near existing communities. These demands would also change existing
land use patterns and opportunities.

These new land uses would serve to intensify existing concerns for more

effective land use planning and management procedures. Some of these land use
nrocedures would be associated with the proposed project mitigation plans. Others
would be developed by local, county, and state land planning agencies to meet
various needs.

The effects on land-use opportunity structure would be varied. Local planning
and zoning regulations, when properly organized and imptemented, could benefit
community residents. People's attitudes toward local land use regulation differ,
ranging from bitter opposition to ready acceptance. These attitudes would influence
how they experience changes in land use opportunities.

10
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:

"I am opposed to locating the M-X missile in this area because of
the adverse effect it would have on our way of life and the financial
security that we now enjoy. I have not found anything concrete in the
impact statement that assures me our taxpayers will not be saddled with -
long-term indebtedness to pay for the facilities needed during the boom
phase created during the construction period. Our city owes its
existence to the agriculture interests of this area. As mayor, it
therefore becomes my duty to resist any action that is not in the best
interest of agriculture. Until recent days I have not been opposed to
split basing, but I now believe that either alternative, seven or eight,
would create economic conditions that many of our farmers could not
survive. Inflation and the high cost of energy have already put our
farmers in a very precarious situation and to make them compete for
high priced labor and supplies would be nore than our farmers could
withstand. It is evident to me, after studying the impact statement, that
the welfare of our farmers has not been given a very high priority. We
are as patriotic and as concerned with the security of our country as
anyone else, but as in the case of the Russian grain embargo, we don't
believe the farmers of this area should be asked to contribute more than
their share." (B0470-3-001)

*

*
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Opportunity structure changes ,nay occur within the ecological setting.
Project construction would create changes in plant and animal com nunities and
their interrelationship with human communities. .)etailel explanations of these
changes appear in the appropriate ETRs. These interrelationship changes would
stimulate or trigger opportunity structure changes in baseline conditions.
Fiehavioral patterns would be affected.

Increases in user group demands on game populations would occur. State and
federal wildlife and vegetation management programs may become more restrictive
in order to protect animal and plant communities. Hunting seasons may be
shortened, and the number of hunting permits may be reduced.

Opportunity structure changes -nay occur in the physical environment under
project conditions. F )r example, construction activities may increase the incidence
and density of particulates and gaseous enissions. The implication for the human
environ nent is that people may have less opportunity to enjoy the air quality of a
desert environnent.

Item 5: Social Organization refers to the pattern of human relationships
anong individuals, family members and social groupings in an area. These
relationships are based upon roles of parent, friend, hunter, community leader,
elected official, hanker, good neighbor, and so forth. Social organization is also
based on norms and shared neanings and understandings which give a degree of
regulirity and predictability to social interaction.

An area's social organization can be described by its major social groups. A
social group consists of persons and families with similar ways of life based on their
beliefs and values; r~cial, religious and ethnic backgrounds; occupations and income;
leisure patterns and similar interests. Typically, an area's social groups are known
1v a few charcteristics of their dio ninant members. Thus there is "the Old Guard",
nade up of families who have lived there for many generations and may still be
highly respected and influential. Another group typically consists of "the merchants
who run this town". They tend to be reasonably well off, and ire active in service
clubs and other organizations. Other typical groups derive their names from racial,
religious or ethnic characteristics, or from their occupations like "the miners", or
"the ranchers". Some groups derive their ia nes fron social class position, like "the
working class". Also, typically in any area, these groups are ranked by the local
population according to their level of economic, political, and social influence. This
ranking constitutes the core of social organization.

The many newcomers in-migrating to various M-X impact areas have the
e potential of changing local social organizations because they may bring different

ways of life aod be unfamiliar with local norms. New social groups may be created,
like "the construction workers", "new business people" and so forth. If the new
groupings choose to becone active in local social and political affairs, they are
likely to affect the course of these affairs. Some newcomers might seek acceptance
by an existing grouping. Even though acceptance is usually based on conformity to a
group's norms and values, the potential exists for a newconer to introduce new
ideas. Whether newcoiners are absorbed into existing social groupings or create
groupings of their own, the process would change an area's social organization.

These changes would affect other system elements.

12
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The effects of M-X construction on social organization are likely to differ for
the designated deployment areas (DDA) and operating base areas. In the DDA, the
greatest changes in social organization would occur during the construction period.
In the postconstruction period, after construction workers leave, social organization
may return to what it was in the preconstruction period, provided there is no other --

activity to stimulate population growth (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979). In the OP and
support center areas, however, M-X-related changes in social organization would
still continue after construction workers leave because of newcomers who take jobs
stimulated by M-X operations. These in-migrants, representing other social
groupings, probably would be committed to a longer term of residence in the
locality. Their presence would generate changes in the social organization which
could be different from that experienced in the construction phases.

Item 6: Public Service Alterations: An increase in the numbers of people
living in an area would place new demands upon the public sector. To the extent
that state and local governments are responsive to these demands, new services
would be provided, and older services would be augmented. Existing school buildings 0!
may be renovated and new ones built. In some small towns both high school and
junior high are combined in the same building. If the population increase is
sufficient to justify a separation of the two levels of education, new school buildings
may have to he built.

An expansion of public services would create a need for more administration 0i
and greater diversity of services. Consequently, libraries, hospitals, social services
and other types of public services may add more departments. This would increase
bureaucratic hierarchy and the number of people employed by government.

The expansion and adjustment of public service activities that the M-X
program stimulates would be undertaken by appropriate local govermental agencies. 0
These agencies would receive technical assistance through the Office of Economic
Adjustment (OEA) in the US Department of Defense. OEA is responsible for helping
to mitigate the socioeconomic effects associated with Department of Defense
activities. This institution is discussed in more detail in Section 8.

Item 7: Governing Process: Many changes may occur in the patterns and
processes of government as a result of population growth. New regulations, laws,
ordinances, etc., may be instituted to maintain stability and order. These in turn
would require implementation and enforcement. The government may change from
volunteer elected officials and part time staff to paid elected officials and a full
time staff of professional planners and administrators. Such expansions and changes
would also occur in judicial systems and law enforcement agencies. In each case the S
extent and type of change would be undertaken at the appropriate local, regional, or
state level of government.

Item 8: Health Services: Increased population would place greater demands
on local government and private resources to alter the level of health services. To
the extent that health facilities are publicly owned, the public health services and 0
facilities probably would be expanded under appropriate programs to accommodate
the increased population. In some cases private hospitals, clinics, and health
facilities may be built and operated through private ownership. Some of these
changes may lead to augmentation of existing health services, like the addition of
more medical specialties and diversified equipment.

1
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:
"So like T say, I'm here today. I love all of you people. I love this .2

planet earth. I love all the animals and the trees. I was out at three in
the morning because I was thinking about this thing. I went up by the old
nuseum we got and looked around at this nice area, this land we got
here. It's really beautiful. I hate to see it get destroyed."

I.
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Item 9: Social Indicators are selected statistical data describing the
demographic, economic and social characteristics of an area. P,oth public agencies
and private businesses can use the data to help plan the expansion of services,
housing and business. A Chamber of Commerce could use the indicators to publicize
development--like increases in employment, investment capital and so forth. News
media could use the data to highlight the more dramatic changes like increases in
crime rates and short-term imbalances between demands and resources, as well as
other aspects of community activity to help people understand the change processes.

During construction of the Alaska Pipeline, Fairbanks' citizens developed an
innovative approach to the collection and use of social indicators. A Pipeline •
Impact Information Center was established which functioned as as clearing house for
the collection of social indicator data. The center collected data from other
agencies regarding matters such as school enrollment and use of health services. Its
own staff monitored information on matters such as retail and housing prices. This
information was published in monthly newsletters and sent to anyone who wished to
receive it. Through these activities the Fairbanks information office was able to
provide a fairly accurate balanced overview of some of the changes that the city
was experiencing. The information helped control rumors, gave people a framework
for thinking about effects, and provided an information base to help people plan
their activities (Dixon, 1978; Fison and Quisenberry, 1977).

State and local governments in the M-X impact areas would probably adapt
their usual policies for collecting social indicator data to monitor the ongoing social
effects of M-X construction and operation activities. These data would provide an
information base for adjusting mitigation activities to the level of effects being
experienced.

Item 10: Quality of life is an umbrella concept for describing a person's
satisfactions and concerns with his or her way of life and the context in which he or
she is living. The occurrence of social, physical, and ecological changes has the
potential of changing quality of life evaluations among the various social groupings
living in an impact area.

The process by which social groups make quality of life evaluations are not
sufficiently well known to make general statements about how quality of life
evaluations might be affected by change processes. For example, a social group
may obtain better paying jobs as a result of a project, but their children may report
dissatisfaction with their school situation. In this case, does the social group's
evaluation of their quality of life increase, decrease, or stay the same in comparison
to baseline conditions? We don't know what trade-offs people might decide to
make. Furthermore, we don't know how the trade-offs might vary from one group
to the next. To provide insight into these matters, some key findings from recent
sociological studies on quality of life effects will be summarized. These findings
provide a framework for thinking about how the changes induced by the M-X project
could affect quality of life evaluations.

0I
A study by William Freudenburg (1980) shows that an increase in social

problems, as measured by certain social indicators, does not influence overall
quality of life evaluations. Freudenburg conducted social surveys using scientific
random sampling methods in four small towns in Colorado. One town was Craig,
Colorado where population had doubled from 5,000 to 10,000 in a few years because
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of construction of a coal fired generating plant. The other three towns, si;],ilar to
Craig before the power plant development, functioned as control communities in the
study. During the first three years of construction Craig experienced significant
increases in indicators of social stress, including rates of family disturbances, drug
related complaints, and crime. Increases in the rates of these phenomena were
large, even allowing for changes in record keeping practices.

Increases in indicators of social stress, however, were not reflected in the
overall evaluations that Craig residents made of their quality of life. Freudenburg
used several questions in his survey to measure general quality of life. Some
questions focused on the extent to which respondents felt isolated or alienated from
the community. Other questions asked respondents to indicate how happy and how
satisfied they felt with their lives as a whole. Responses from Craig were very
similar to the responses of residents in the three control towns. In both Craig and
the control towns, about 2/3 of the respondents were "pretty happy with things these
days". Both sets of respondents had similar alienation scores. Finally, about the
sane percentage, seven percent in the control towns and eight percent in Craig,
were dissatisfied with their lives as a whole.

These findings indicate that the intensity of social stress an impact area may
be experiencing, as measured by some community level social indicators, does not
affect the overall quality of life evaluations that individuals make. This paradox
can possibly be explained in the following way. Although the incidence of family
disturbance, crime and other indicators of stress may increase in an impact area,
the large majority of families do not experience disturbances and do not experience
crime directly. Thus, even though law enforcement agencies and family counseling
clinics may be very busy in an impact area, and have to expand their resources to
meet new demands, most people are not affected significantly 'y these matters.
Or, another explanation could be that people do not respond honestly to questions
when their answers could reflect badly on themselves or their conmunity.

Freudenburg's study does show that Craig residents have noted a change in
public safety in their conmunity. About 72 percent of Craig respondents reported
locking their doors even when leaving home for periods of less than two hours. In
contrast, about 35 percent of respondents living in control communities found it
necessary to lock doors. About 30 percent of Craig respondents feared for their
safety when walking alone at night, in comparison to about ten percent of control
respondents. Finally, about 23 percent of Craig respondents reported having been a
victim of crime, in comparison to about seven percent of control respondents. Yet
apparently, these types of experiences do not enter into the overall quality of life
evaluations of Craig residents. These findings suggest three possible lines of
thought:

I . Changes in levels of social stress, as measured by rates of crime, family
disturbance, etc., did not reach threshhold levels in Craig and therefore did
not affect quality of life evaluations.

2. Craig residents were not generally aware of changes in social stress levels.

3. Even if they were aware, changes in stress levels were not regarded as
relevant to their overall QOL evaluations.

0
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:

"The DlEIN fails to cone to grios with the basic issues of growth
impacts resulting from M-X construction and operation and how local
govern nents can cope with this growth. M-X, if it is deployed in
Nevada, will induce rapid growth in many rural com nuni ties which have
not significantly changed for many decades. Certainly, coping with
growth is not unknown to the fastest growing state in the nation, hut
M-X will add a new set of unique growth ranagement problems to state
and local governments. A whole set of inter-related Droblerns are likely
which will cause institutional responses by state and local govern,nents. 0
The DEIS fails to recognize this, or secondly, to propose reasonable
mitigation measures to cope with the institutional change required.
Simply applying for federal grants (e.a., H(tyr 70t, EA) are not
sufficient mitigation measures." (M1165-9-028)

0 0
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I\nother study, which compares two impact counties with two nonimpact
counties, has findings similar to Freudenburg's. -,gain, there is no automatic
correspondence between community level indicators of change and people's concerns
and evaluations. James Thompson (Old West Regional Commission, 1979) and his
co-workers found that in the two impact-area counties studied, the Sheriffs'
Department normal operating expenses increased 97 percent in two years in the first .
county, and 130 percent in the second county. In the two nonimpact counties
studied, the increases were 29 percent and five percent, respectively. These
increases in normal operating expenses reflect increases in law enforcement
activities due to increases in actions that violate laws (increses in traffic violations
as well as crime). Despite significant increases in normal operating expenses of
county sheriffs' departments in the impact areas, no differences were found in .
people's perceptions of crime as a problem. In both impact and nonimpact counties,
about tihe same proportion of respondents said that crime was a problem in their
county.

A, study of the effects of the Alaska pipeline construction on Fairbanks and
Valdez residents suggests that quality of life evaluations may possibly depend more
on personal economic benefit than on social change. Fairbanks and Valdez residents
whose employment and/or income improved during pipeline construction were more
likely to feel they were "benefitting from development" than those who did not
improve their economic lot. The latter felt they were "bearing the costs" of
pipeline development (Kruse, 1979).

This finding, although not surprising, may have implications for quality of life
in M-X impact areas. In general, many of the economic benefits of a major
construction project go to in-migrants to the impact area who take the bulk of the
project-related jobs. Although some residents also benefit from the new economic
opportunities, many lack the skills, educational background, or willingness to change
employment, and so do not participate in the new opportunities. Hence, as the study
of the Alaska pipeline shows, residents are much more likely to feel that they are
bearing the costs of a project than are newcomers. But the Alaska pipeline study
does not address the crucial question of how "bearing the costs" of development
relates to overall evaluations of quality of life.

How people evaluate sonething depends partly on their expectations about it.
How social groupings in an impact area evaluate quality of life may depend on the
effects and changes they expect to experience. Studies done of preimpact or
predevelopment areas indicate that in general, a large percentage of people expect
effects to be positive in nature. The upper portion of Table 1.3-1 summarizes the
data from various localities. With the exception of one locality where there were a
high percentage of "neutral" or "no answers" to the survey, about 75 percent or more
of the respondents expected positive effects from development.

Mioving from preimpact areas to areas undergoing impacts from major
construction projects, the pattern of responses changes somewhat. The majority of
people in various localities still see effects as favorable but the proportion regarding
effects as positive drops from about 75 percent to about 60 percent. Furthermore,
the percentage of people in impact areas who give either no response or a neutral
response to evaluation of effects questions is relatively high, with almost 33 percent
giving such responses. Thus the actual experience of effects is not as positive as the
expectation, but neither is it overwhelmingly negative.
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Table 1.3-1. Perceptions of expected and actual effects of energy developments

in predevelopment and currently developing areas (percent).

Perception

Neutral or

Positive Negative No response Number

Predevelopment areas: 0

Utah 74.5 20.1 5.4 1,157

Western North Dakota 43.8 24.9 31.3 1,190

Kimball County, Nebraska* 71.0 9.0 20.0 280
0Wheatland County,

Montana* 71.0 11.0 18.0 206

• . Texas 88.7 8.2 3.1 256

*Mountain West survey
of predevelopment
communities 54.1 30.6 15.3 157

. Currently developing areas:
Mclean, Mercer, and
Oliver counties 51.0 20.0 29.0 100

@1 Platte County, Wyoming 58.0 13.0 30.0 321 0

McLean County,
North Dakota 66.0 7.0 26.0 262

Mountain West survey
of impacted communities 65.5 34.5 0 304

T5252/10-2-81

*These percentages were derived from the levels of agreement with the economic
index utilized in the study.

*
Source: Murdock and Leistritz, 1979:237.
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DI iC CO.E '" - THF FW ArT Fl;:

"I doubt if any of ou have ever lived in our beauitiful countv or you
would never designate it as a desert. -s recently as 197! a panel of .
exoerts from the Environmental Protection Agency designated our
county, White Pine, as the nation's healthiest place to live after agreeing
that sections of the U.S. with the cleanest air and water are located in
the PacifLc Northwest and Central Southwest. Their findingis noted
White Pine County, Nevada offers some of America's most beatitiful
scenerv. It ranks first in general air quality and its rugged mountains
and clear flowing streams make it a nature lover's paradise. The area's
only industry of any note is copper mining. Now, since it behooves your
purpose, you call this same place a desert. We know better and why
nust you destroy the Number One county in the I I.S. This is our heritage

and we pray we will keeo it. Thank you." (BO317-6-,99,
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Table 1.3-2 compares evaluation of effects among people living in current
impact areas and those living in post impact areas where construction of major
projects has been completed. The upper half of the table shows that in current
Impact areas, a higher proportion of people are likely to perceive the effects as
worse than expected, in comparison to post impact areas. Rut again the evaluation
of effects is not overwhelmingly negative. In both the current and post impact _

situations, about half of the evaluations of effects are about as expected.

The lower part of the table shows evaluations of different types of effects
categories by expectation. In both current and post impact areas, a higher
prop3rtion of people believe economic effects were better than they expected.
'-Iowever social effects like increases in crime and mental illness were worse than
expected. -%lso, imbalances between provision of public and social services and
housing, and demands placed on these were regarded as worse than expected.

To the extent that negative evaluations of effects can be equated with
lowering of quality of life, one can say that in an impact situation some people are
likely to sense some losses in quality of life elements. But the loss does not occur 0
uniformly across all elements. Furthermore, it would perhaps appear that the
people who experience such losses constitute a smaller rather than larger proportion
of the population.

Item 11: Quality of Life Feedback Loop takes into account that individuals,
families, governments, and organizations act on quality of life evaluations. These S

actions, in turn, have their own beneficial or adverse effects on the community.

Some local residents may change to better paying jobs generated by M-X,
thereby creating vacancies which may be difficult to fill. In Fairbanks, during the
-laska pipeline construction, teenagers filled many lower paying jobs that were
vacated in this manner. Teenagers had more time for work because of the double
shifting that occurred at Fairbanks schools to accommodate increased enrollment,
until new buildings were completed. However, employed teenagers tended to drop
out of school because their working status gave them a sense of adulthood, and made
them resent school regimentation (Dixor, 1978). Thus the filling of job vacancies by
teenagers had mixed effects on system elements and quality of life evaluations.

The severity of the housing shortage that is anticipated with \4-X may depend
on individual actions of home owners. Some local residents may rent space in their
homes to newcomers which wvould help fill demand for housing, as was done in
Fairbanks (Dixon, 1979).

Miajor feedback loop actions would consist of official mitigation programs that •
federal agencies, and state and local governments would implement to reduce
%-X-related demands. Mitigation prograns might also be undertaken by churches
and other voluntary organizations to help newcomers settle in and adapt to thc are..
For further discussion of possibilities for mitigation, see Section 8 of this ETR,
appropriate FtEIS sections and the Mitigation ETR.

1.4 QUALITY OF LIFE AND ADAPTATION

In general, both iuman beings and human institutions are adaptable and
resilient. The M-X would lead to greater complexity in the institJtions of
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Table 1.3.2. Comparsions of actual and expected effects of development

in currently developing and postdevelopment areas.

Effects Currently Postdevelopment
Developing Areas Areas

Perception of
development:

About as expected 51.1 51.3

Better than expected 14.6 23.5

Worse than expected 34.4 25.2

Number of respondents 323 115 S

Better Worse Better Worse

Type of impact: 2

Economic 62. 12.4 42.9 36.7

Social 16.3 41.6 19.1 13.3

Services 14.0 38.1 38.0 30.0

Environmental 0.0 2.7 .0 3.3

Other 7.0 5.3 .0 16.7

Number of respondents 43 113 21 30

T5253/10-2-81

1 Data in table taken from Mountain West Research survey of nine
western Communities--see Source (below).

2Obtained from Mountain West Research survey by grouping open-
ended responses on questions concerning ways development was
better or worse than expected.

Source: Mountain West Research, Construction Worker Profile
(Washington, D.C.; Old West Regional Commission,
1975).
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PIJ ATAC COMMENT ON THE DR AFrE-is:

"New employees and shifting populations can change the culture.
and politics of many sinail comnunities and a nuinber of larger ones."
(rAO850-6-007)
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government, commerce, religion, health services, and education, and so forth, in
%.-X impact areas. Most people, with support of families and friends would adapt to
these changes, and be willing to accept trade-offs in the sense of their quality of
life. Less resilient people or those who lack supportive family and friends may
experience stress, and cope through unacceptable forms of behavior like alcoholism,
illness, violent actions, and so forth. For this reason, a variety of social and mental
health services would have to be expanded along with institutional expansior, in M-X
impact areas. The less resilient persons who become stressed by social change
constitute a small proportion of any pooulation. Yet it is their actions which are
often highlighted in reports on areas experiencing rapid and dramatic social change.

The foregoing overview of the relationships between change and quality of life
should provide a larger framework in which to consider the full range of changes,
both those that enhance one's sense of quality of life and those that would detract.

The preceding discussion outlined some of the change processes affecting
quality of life which can be expected to occur during construction and operation of
the M-X. Fron a slightly different viewpoint, ,eople living in the proposed M-X S
areas have expressed several concerns on a very personal level. These concerns
include fears of loss of stability in the family. Parents worry about possible
crowding in schools, undesirable influences upon their children, and increased school
drop out rates. In some cases, wives might be entering the workforce possibly
causing stress within the marriage. An offshoot of this concern is the potential
problems surrounding a two-salary marriage when one person ceases to work, and 0;
the family must readjust to one salary. Many of the people living in the small towns
and rural areas proposed for M-X remain there because they like the particular
lifestyle there. With a large influx of population, there is a concern that this
lifestyle would change: the pace would become more frantic, the number of
strangers in town would change the feeling of co,nmunity closeness, and the local
residents would not be able to "hear the grass grow." While many of these impacts S
are negative, the local people would also have opportunities that would probably not
be available without %I-X project: a chance to learn new skills; be exposed to new
ideas: and experience more variety in their way of life. It remains for the local
inhabitants to accept these trade-offs in evaluating the changes in their quality of
life.

* 40
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:

"I am a businessman in 'Ailford. I am speaking for myself and for
the defense of my country. I do not know how accurate the figures are
in the environmental statement, but I am certain of one thing. If they
all turn out to be accurate, the people that put this statement together
have divine guidance from somewhere because it is simply impossible to
project a project of this magnitude and come up with a hundred per cent
projection years in advance. Now the figures on the influx of people in
the southwestern Utah for the second operating base at Milford are
staggering. Everyday I hear, have people tell me, that there is just no 4,
possible way we can cope with this, but let me point out one fact that I
have not mentioned before. The base at Coyote Spring is to be built
first. The Milford base will not come along until about four years later.
Well, this gives us four years time to plan and prepare but more
importantly it gives us the chance to watch the progress of the first base
and to correct any mistakes before construction at the Milford base even
begins. There is no doubt in my mind with a joint effort on the part of
the Air Force or the federal, state and local officials and most
importantly the citizens of the affected areas, we will end up with the
finest Air Base in the U.S. Air Force. I truly believe that we can make
this happen and when we do southern Utah will be a much better and
safer place for our children and our grandchildren. Thank you." S
(B0060-2-001)
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2.0 QUALITY OF LIFE AND M-X-RELATED SOCIAL GROUPINGS

An individual's perception of quality of life is heavily dependent on how he or
she evaluates sources of interpersonal and economic satisfaction. Thus, if a person
is satisfied with his relations with family and friends, and standard of living, he is
very likely to give a high evaluation to his or her overall quality of life (Campbell,
1976; Miller and Crader, 1979). Other elements of community or neighborhood
conditions have less significance in overall quality of life evaluations. In this
section, there is a discussion of sources of interpersonal and economic satisfaction
of the major social groups that would come together in the impact areas if the M-X
system were built.

2.1 M-X-RELATED SOCIAL GROUPINGS

There are four major or social groups that would interrelate in the impact

areas if M-X were built. They are:

1. Local Residents: the people currently living and working in potential
impact areas. This group includes people who have lived in the area for many
generations and people who have moved there in recent years.

2. Newcomer M-X Workers: those who would build missile facilities and
assemble the missile system constitute the second set. Most of these workers would
come from locations other than the states in which M-X would be built. This group
includes construction workers who would build the roads, shelters and operating
bases. It also includes electronics technicians and engineers who would assemble the
missile components at the various operating bases.

3. Other Newcomers: those in-migrants attracted to jobs in all employment
sectors, including commerce, health services, government, residential and
commercial construction, education, and so forth, that would support M-X activities
and workers.

4. Air Force: the group which would be responsible for operating the M-X
system. Their numbers would increase as components of the system are completed.
The bulk of Air Force personnel would be concentrated at operating bases and area
support centers, but some would be dispersed throughout the designated deployment
area.

Clearly there is overlap among these four groups. Some local residents would
be directly employed on the M-X project. Others would be hired for jobs that M-X
activities would generate indirectly; and still other persons presently living in the
impact areas would be hired by the Department of Defense in M-X operations and
maintenance positions. However, for purposes of considering the relationship of
each group to M-X it is useful to ignore these overlaps. Residents who may obtain
M-X-related employment will be considered as belonging Lo the existing resident
group. The other three groups, for purposes of discussion, are made up of
newcomers to the area.

Each of the four sets of people would have different relationships to the M-X
system, and to people in the other sets, which, in turn, would influence quality of
life evaluations. A brief overview of each set is discussed below. -
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EXISTING LOCAL RESIDENTS (2.1.1)

With the exception of the Las Vegas and Salt Lake City urban areas, most of
t he population in the various potential Mi-X impact areas live in small cities (less
thian 10,000 population) or rural areas. Iost residents follow ways of life associated
with ranching, farming, mining, and occupations found in small towns.

From a national perspective, since the Great r)epression of the 1930s, rural
areas have offered less material well-being, with incomes, quality of housing and
public services being lower than in urban areas (Tweenten and Brinkman, 1976).
Yet, in general, rural residents give higher evaluations than do urban area residents
to overall community satisfaction and to specific quality of life items such as the
desirability of their localities for raising children, friendliness of people, and safety
from crime (Millman and Tremblay, 1977).

Similar findings emerge from a study conducted in five Utah counties,
including FReaver County, a potential \A-X impact county (Miller and Crader, 1979).
The Utah rural residents were more satisfied than their urban counterparts with the
interpersonal aspects of life, finding their areas to be good places for raising
families, having friendly people and a high quality of religious life. In contrast, the
Jtah urban rE;idents rated economic sources of satisfaction higher, such as job

opportunities for young people and opportunities for a livable income.

These rural-urban differences in quality of life evaluations point to a major
issue that has emerged from national policies on rural development, and the
movement of private industry to selected rural areas (Tweeten and 3rinkman, 1976;
Rogers, 1978). The philosophy underlying rural development is that policies and
actions which would increase employment and income would lead to improvements
in quality of life. R ut such development has been coupled with population growth,
and so produced mixed results. While rural development in an area has led to overall
improvement in economic well-being (Rogers, 1978; Eberts, 1979), it is not clear
that long-term residents improved their personal economic status. Several studies
indicate that it is newcomers to a developing rural area who reap the greatest
econonic gains (Rogers, 197S; Summers, 1976). 7ven so, to the extent that local
services are upgraded and augmented and young people are able to find employment
in the area, local residents do gain some indirect material benefits from rural
development (7berts, 1979).

Population increases resulting fro n rural development change the social fabric
and the bases on which local residents know and interact with each other. This point
is illustrated by quotations fron a study prepared for the Rureau of I-and
kianagement by Ruth Houghton, a Reno anthropologist. The subject of tle study
were northern Nevada residents.

"In Nevada, there is a rlear distinction in culture or "lifeway" between the
rural areas (called cow counties by urban observers) and the urbanized areas of
\Vashoe, Carson, and Clark counties. 'innemucca district residents are
politically and economically allied with counties like Elko and White Pine. A
surprising influence in the state continues to be exerted by the small
population in these nonurban areas. Part of the influence is historical since
early settlement was in mining and ranching communities. There is also
greater population stability, homogeneity, and continuity in these areas. The
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE O)RAFT EIS:

"It's my belief that it's not the missile, but the nethod of
deployment which causes the greatest amount of disconcert among the
rural co nrnunities. It is their concern over the large influx of people and
its implications, such as housing, roads, sewers, water, inflation, deple-
tion of the labor pool, etc. These are very, very high on their list of
concerns. It's also a concern of the water rights of the farners and
ranchers and the grazing depletions." (B0843-1-002)
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urban residents do not realize that they have little in common with the non-
urban people, but the latter do see the separation. It is important to recognize
that Nevada has these two major foci.

"Sociocultural groups. There were three main categories used in describing
groups in the district, as seen by local people. A person is placed in a grouping - 0
because of length of time he has been a resident, because of ethnic ties, or
because of geographic location of residence or birth. The most important
category is temporal: how long has an individual, his family, or other relatives
lived in the area. This overrides most other kinds of categories or values used
in relating to people, and accounts for much of the influence ranchers have in
the district. Except for the town of Winnemucca, the major leadership, in
recent years, seems to come from long-term residents. Some ranchers or
farmers in the district or the Lovelock area with several generations of
occupancy are looked to for direction.

"An unknown person or newcomer is evaluated in this same reference. Many
Orovada farmers have been there for 20 years and now some are becoming
influential. But all had to first prove their good intentions by 'staying on'. A
person who is difficult to deal with personally or in business can be forgiven if
he has long residence because other information is available to validate his
good intentions and character. Long residence signifies one has a stake, a real
commitment to living there; one cares about the local land and people by
remaining in the area. Family names and places in the district are readily
used to identify a person. Probably a dramatic or humorous event will be
attached to further identify the person as an individual, such as the man who
lit a match while under his car so he could better see the problem. He was all
right after they picked the gravel out of him." (Bureau Land Management,
1976)

Houghton's other two categories for describing people in the area, besides
length of residence on, include ethnicity and specific geographic location where a
person lives such as a certain valley or hillside. Information on these three
categories allows a person to be known in a very personal and specific way. Again,
quoting from the study:

"When a person is identified there are standard ways of describing him. After
one names a person, their family and length of residence, a local resident can
cite ethnic origins, place of residence, and birth by town or ranch name. The
last, minor aspect of the usual description includes one's economic activity or
job, or husband's job in the case of a married woman. This is a marked
contrast to Reno, for example, where one deals with a person because of their
occupation as a mechanic, clerk, teacher, or official, and there is nothing said
about personal qualities and history." (Bureau of Land Management, 1976)

Thus local expectations regarding social interactions, and the assignment of
status, prestige, and esteem are based mainly on detailed knowledge of an indivi-
dual's life history, and to a much lesser degree on his occupations, such as business
owner, rancher, mayor, government worker, and so forth. As population increases
and social life, outside of the more private immediate family and friendship circles
become more complex, people interact with each other much less on the basis of
personal knowledge and much more on the basis of the business reasons for the
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PUPLC COMMENT ON THE [PWAFT CIS:

"You will criss-cross our far-ns and our ranches with highways and
yet -nore roads; you will uproot families, hundreds and hundreds of them;
you will drain our already rapid-ly decreasing %vater supply; you will bring - 0
in a boorntownj atm-osphere, then leave us with ghost tomn~s; you will
hring us to provide services for the work crews, then tell 'is you do not
nee~l us any longer." (B0655-9-002)



interaction. This change is apparent in findings that Freudenburg reports of his
comparative study of a boomtown (Craig, Colorado), and three nonboorntowns. The
boomtown residents were less likely to know the grocer, plumber, mayor, law
enforcement officer and school-board member by name, and less likely to talk to
them on a conversational basis than were residents of the three nonboomtowns 1
(Freudenburg, 1980).

Generally, population increases lead to much sharper distinctions between the
private and public spheres of social life (Fischer, 1981). Private social life is still
.ighly personal, based on intimate knowledge of family and close friends. rut public
life, consisting of interactions with businesses, government offices, health services,
educational institutions and similar organizations becomes less personal. This
reflects the fact that in areas of larger population, it is not possible or practical for
one individual to know the personal history of everyone else. Thus, although the
residents of Craig were less likely to know the grocer, the school principal and the
doctor, they had about the same number of close friends as did residents of the
three nonboomtowns (Freudenburg, 1980). Simply stated, in areas of larger
population, an individual is less likely to encounter someone "he knows" on the
street, in a store, than in areas of smaller population where such encounters give the
feeling of "everyone knows everyone else" (Fischer, 1981).

The population increases that generally accompany rural development thus
reorder some of the bases for social interaction. The detailed knowledge of people's
backgrounds, personal traits and accomplishments which helped order allocation of
prestige, status and esteem to the individual is no longer shared by everyone. As
shared knowledge on these matters erode, there may be confusion about what is
appropriate interpersonal behavior outside personal networks of family and friends.
Some local residents may no longer receive the deference and status they have come
to expect while others no longer accord it. New bases for status converge, deriving 0
from occupation, patterns of consumption and specific accomplishments. Until
people adjust to the changed circumstances, to the seeming lack of order and
predictability in the more public aspects of social life, they may experience feelings
of confusion, despair and isolation. Freudenburg found in comparisons of boomtown
residents with nonboorntown residents that the longtime male residents of the
boomtown were much more likely to have such feelings than were longtime female
residents, or newcomers to both the boomntown and the three nonboorntowns. %lore
specifically, the longtime male boomtown residents were more likely to believe that
'most people don't really care what happens to the next fellow"; were less likely to
believe that "most people will go out of their way to help someone"; and more
inclined to agree with statements such as "I often feel that many things our parents
stood for are going to ruin before our eyes" and "I often feel awkward and out of
place" (Freudenburg, 1981). In short, the long-term male residents of an area are
most likely to be troubled by massive and rapid social change there.

In general, then, rural development appears to be a very mixed blessin, for
resid.nts already in the area. \lthough the material well-being of thle area may
1:11prov", 11sUdlly Only I smnall proportion of local residents imnprove their sources of
econottiii satisfaction (\Iurdoc:k Lind Leistritz, 1979). A t the sarne time, populatiorl

.,ro~vth _:coi n par) ing rural f development leads to greater social complexity and
'ieteroileneity which tend to detract from some sources of interpersonal satis-
fiction. \With the proliferation of inforination in the news nedia about the effects
Of ru.ral development, ruiral residrints have evolved more realistic expectations and
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:

"My family has lived in this state for nearly a hundred years, and I
would like to think that I speak for the real Nevadans; not the people
who just moved here from New York or New Jersey a year or two ago, 0
and are only concerned about how much more their house is going to be
worth, or how many more jobs are going to be available if the M-X
comes in here. I speak for the people who care about what happens to
the rest of this state outside this little valley here. How many people
here or how many of the people in this valley have ever been to
Hamilton, Nevada? Been to Hamilton? I'm amazed that that many
people have been there. Hamilton, Nevada is a ghost town now. There
used to be 20,000 people living there; back in the gold rush days. I see
the M-X as a modern-day gold rush. There will be a cycle of prosperity
here, thousands of workers will come in, find jobs, build schools,
everything will be great for the next five or ten years. Then what
happens when the Russians find a way to defeat the M-X? Well, the Air
Force will find another little scheme and they will move on and then
they will leave a whole lot of roads and empty silos out in the middle of
the desert and the damage will already have been done. And I know they
are going to do it whether we like it or not. I just have one request: if
you do go ahead and do it, since there has been so much talk about the
flag here tonight, just draw a little bullseye around one of those stars so
that the rest of the country can see which is Nevada." (B0237-6-001)
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more cautious support of development proposals. Studies indicate that rural
residents would prefer a modest amount of growth and development, so that the
community as a whole can experience the net economic benefit and adjust to change
gradually, without adversely affecting other aspects of quality of life (Wisniewski
and Freudenberg, 1980). They perceive the development of new job opportunities
for young people in the area as a net community benefit. --

The unprecedented vast scale of the M-X would generate rural development.
Local residents would find thernselves in the midst of many strangers as newcomers
arrive to take jobs induced by M-X. The public aspects of social life would become
more complex, not only because of significant population increases but also because
local residents would develop new organizational structures, especially in govern- •
ment, to manage the effects of population growth on housing, schools, public
services, and so forth. The \4-X project would alter the availability of land and
water resources which would directly affect farmers and ranchers. Competition for
labor would increase, making it difficult to retain farm and ranch workers. This
would accelerate the tendency of individual ranchers to sell their operations to
corporations. The increased commercial activity would lead some businessmen to
sell their businesses to newcomers rather than adapt to a more intense and complex
manner of conducting commerce. These activities could reorder traditional social
groupings, and the bases for prestige, status, and esteem, as well as material
well-being. Although other elements considered in quality of life evaluations would
also change, the economic and interpersonal sourc-es which contribute significantly
to quality of life evaluations would change the most (Miller and Crader, 1979).

Here, a note of caution needs to be introduced. Available studies do not
provide data comparing overall quality of life evaluations among longtime residents
of boomtowns and nonboomtowns. Thus it is on the basis of theory rather than
empirical observation that changes in quality of life evaluations are anticipated.
Furthermore, the interpersonal component of quality of life takes into account three
items - family relations, friendship relations, and relations with people in general.
It is "relations with people in general" that would be most subject to change through
development of M-X. Estimates of whether changes in this item would be large
enough to affect significantly the interpersonal relations component of quality of
life would be highly speculative.

Existing residents of potential VM-X impact areas appear to be knowledgeable
of some effects that M-X would generate and thereby affect their quality of life
evaluations. In spring, 1980, a political scientist, Dan Jones, conducted a survey of
residents in the Nevada-Utah areas which could be impacted. Using appropriate
stratified, random sampling techniques, Jones and his staff conducted telephone
interviews with 200 Nevada and 200 Utah residents to ascertain their views on M-X
(Albrecht, 1981). The findings indicate that although almost 75 percent of these
residents favor increased government spending on national defense, about the same
percentage do not support deployment of M-X in the Nevada-Utah area (Albrecht,
1981). An explanation of why people who generally display a strong national defense
posture would oppose the \4-X becomes apparent when one looks at their percep-
tions of the positive and negative impacts to be expected from M-X (Tables 2.1.1-1
,Lnd 2.1.1-2). Population growth, and use of water and land for deploying the missile
system were identified as corlstituting the most serious negative aspects of M-X.
Southern Utah residents were especially concerned about population growth, while
Nevada residents emphasized the use of land and water, with population growth
being the second most important aspect of negative impact.
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PUBLIC COM MENT ON THE DlRAFT EIS:

"Underlying this, I think, is the whole matter of whether or not the
Environmental Impact Statement is really saying that the people here

are worth or have value and I think it is kind of an attack on people, that

what you are saying in effect is people in other parts of the country are

worth more; and I think you need to address these issues because people
here I think have more value than people in other parts of the country. I

have lived in the East where people there have much different kinds of
life styles and values and I think by looking at what people have here it is
really part of the salvation of this country, their value system and their
life style and that is something that I think this whole business if it is

built will destr3y it." (B0075-0-003)
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In regard to positive impacts of M-X, about 60 percent of respondents did view
M-X as bringing advantages to the area. A greater percentage of Utah residents
saw advantages to %1-X than did Nevada residents. People mentioned improvements
to the economy and the creation of jobs more frequently as an NA-X factor than any
other impact category. Only a very small percentage of people mentioned
population growth as a positive effect. Young people (between the ages of 18 and
34) and Republicans, were especially likely to mention the economic advantages of
M-X.

People living in potential M-X impact areas thus appear to be less optimistic
about the effects of M-X on their lives and communities than people living in
predevelopment areas in the mid- 1970s (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979). As reported
in the previous section, a majority of people living in predevelopment areas
expected effects of projects scheduled for their areas to be positive. Two factors
may account for the lesser optimism in potential M-X areas. First, since the advent
of energy projects in the western United States, knowledge of boomtown conditions
that large development projects generate along with their potential for busts, has
become fairly wide spread through television and newspaper coverage. Such
coverage has emphasized negative impacts. Second, construction requirements for
the M-X system are much larger than those associated with construction of electric
power plants and coal mines. For example, the peak size of the work force which
built the Jim 1ridger 1,500 megawatt plant in Wyoming was 3,200 in comparison to
the 18,60 workers that would be needed to build M-X facilities under the Proposed 0
Action during peak constriction (Thompson, 1979; ETR-27, Table 2.3-2).

NEWCOMER DIRECT M-X WORKERS (2.1.2)

This group is made up of persons directly employed on the ki-X project and
their families who come fromn outside of the impact areas. The occupations
represented include construction trades, associated with building of roads and
structures, and electronics and engineering occupations needed for assembling the
nissiles. The newconer M-X workers constitute a very diversified group, ranging
from laborers, craftsmen, and professionals in construction to high technology
craftsmen and professionals in .nissile assembly. Nut their direct employment ties
to the M-X project and their newconer status gives them some commonalities.
TFirst, their median incomes are likely to be higher than those of local residents.
Second, their length of residency in or ner the potential M-X impact areas will be
dependent on the %i-X construction and missile assemnbly schedule. Third, the
sequencing of 'A-X construction and assembly work from one part of the impact
irea to the next would require these workers to change their job sites from time to
time. Fourth, the workers would be affected by any policies that M-X employers
adopt in regard to transporting workers fron residence to place of work, provision
of housing, and other policies. No definite policy decisions hav- e-nerged on these
natters. Therefore, for purposes of discussion it is assumed that workers would be

housed in living quarters to be provided by M-X employers, but families who
accompany them would have to seek housing in nearby communities. This
constitutes the "worst case" assumption for M-X-related impacts, which would be
much greater if newcomer M-X worker families have to seek their own housing in or
near the impact areas than if housing were supplied for them in "company" type
settlements built for the purpose.
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While existing residents face the problem of how to absorb a large number of
newcomers into their social organization, newcomer workers face the problem of

settling in and establishing a satisfactory way of life for the duration of their

employment. In this respect, newcomers' experiences would be somewhat
comparable to those of the many newcomers who moved to new suburban develop- -

ments after World War I.

Although the occupations associated with \M-X construction and missile
assembly require their incumbents to make periodic geographic moves, persons in
such occupations are not totally nomadic, and prefer, when possible, to live in single
family homes (Mountain West Research, 1975). Furthermore, these workers are not
continually on the move. One study of newcomers at an energy development site in
Wyoming indicates that about two thirds of newcomers had lived at least three or
more years in their previous locality (Massey and Lewis, 1979).

The establishment of a satisfactory quality of life is not only important to
newcomer project workers but also to the employers engaged in the development.
Evidence is being amassed which indicates that inadequate housing and long
commutes to work increase company costs in the form of higher rates of turnover
and absenteeism, and declining levels of productivity (Metz, 1977). In recent years,
some energy development companies have found it to their advantage to provide
housing and leisure time amenities for their out-of-area employees (Metz, 1977).

Housing facilities include villages for unaccompanied workers, mobile home parks,
and new single family dwellings (Metz, 1980).

A major contributing factor to maintaining quality of life for newconer
project workers is to have them accompanied by their families. Workers employed
on major construction projects in the western part of the United States are much
more likely to bring their families than workers employed elsewhere. This reflects 0

the great distances in the west. k Corps of Engineers study indicates that about
67 percent of construction workers employed on .vestern projects bring their
families (Ounning, 1981). It is likely that a high percentage of newcomer %i-X
workers would bring their families and seek sjitable housing in or near the M-X
impact areas.

Where these workers would choose to settle depends upon a co;nplex interplay
of availability of housing, commuting distances and the "attractiveness" of

commuting. For some energy development projects in the west, one-way co-ntnutes

of as much as 100 ni or more do occur with sufficient frequency to he noteworthy.
The "attractiveness" of coinmuting seems to )e a pivotal variable (MAassey and

* Lewis, 1978). Commjting becomes more attractive if: 0

- fellow workers organize car or van pools whichi will permit sociability or

sleeping during the commute and decrease expenses;

- company policy allows commuting workers to pocket "subsistence" or
• "hardship" payments that are ?ziven to out-of-area workers.

The decision about whether to commute or relocate closer to the project seems to
I)e ,unaffected by na ital status or the presence of children in the family.

0nce newcomer M-X workers have found housing and have made their

decisions about whether to commute, how would they evaluate their quality of life?
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS: 0

"All counties in the deployment region are ill-equipped due to low
tax bases and/or property tax limitations to raise the necessary mnonies
for these levels of infrastructure development...Where will these monies
come from? How will the loss of revenue from the disrupted agricultural .
economy affect the ability of communities to pay for expanded services9

Temporary degradation of service levels could result if mitigative
strategies and/or outside aid are not available...What are some of these
mitigative strategies and outside aids? What are the chances that they
will 'e available?" (B0187-3-048)
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE [DRAFT EIS:

"Thank you. This is a letter that was never published in the local
newspapers. The valleys in our large state are fairly free to be wh3t
they are. The symbol of openness and expanse which categorized the

very posture of freedom itself. There is so 'nuch space about the
mountains, hills, and floors, that one is tempted to read flight of the soul
when passing over long stretches of highways and -nerely being afoot
between cactus and brush. But here there is an area of deep concern
reflecting the iood of the nation, or for that flatter, the ,nood of the
world. I dare say that a child malnourished aid oppressed fro n the

onslaught in Asia would have ever heard or ever will hear the irgurmerts
concerning the .- X missile. Yet the issue renains a decisive point in
history. In particular because of its immediate effects, thlis issue should
weigh heavy on the minds of Nevadans. In Clark County it is the
econonic thrust spelled out in jobs and money that keeps the M-X ball
bouncing." (B0240-0-001)
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Past studies of newcomer project workers suggest that M-X workers would be
satisfied with their economic aspects of quality of life. These studies indicate that
the majority of project workers are attracted by employment opportunities and the
high pay attached to them (Old West Regional Commission, 1975). Also, newcomer
project workers, especially those who bring their families, are likely to be
reasonably satisfied with the interpersonal aspects of their lives. Sources of -
friendship include co-workers on the job who belong to the same union and who may
have known each other from previous jobs (Massey, 1978). Both the union hall hiring
structure and the fact that information about new employment opportunities flows
through friendship contacts increase the likelihood that friendships carry over from
project to project. Another source of friendship is the neighborhood, be it a mobile
hone park or a newly constructed subdivision. Here, newcomers being in the same
situation of not knowing anyone, turn to each other for mutual support and
sociability (Massey and Lewis, 1979).

The one source of interpersonal dissatisfaction among newcomer project
workers is the discovery that the friendliness of the host community may be only
superficial. While they may make a few friends among the longtime residents, the
latter rarely introduce them to their friends, thus denying a genuine sense of
acceptance (Massey, 1977; Massey and Lewis, 1979). This situation does not
necessarily mean that longtime residents prefer not to associate with newcomer
project workers, but rather that they have a full round of long established
friendships and activities which allows little time or energy for newcomer project
workers (Massey, 1977).

The problem of assimilating newcomers into the social fabric of a community
tends to be accentuated in communities that are highly homogeneous, especially
when based on a dominant religion. One study showed that newcomer project
workers who did not belong to the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints
found that there were few leisure opportunities for them in small Mormon
communities where social and recreational events revolved around the Church
(Flory, et. al., 1979).

Newcomer project workers also tended to be more dissatisfied with community
services, especially opportunities for recreation, than were longtime residents (Old
West Regional Commission, 1975). Lack of recreation facilities is especially
problematic for project workers who come without their families, and accounts for
their use of bars (see Section 2.6.4 for more details). Further, not all
unaccompanied workers frequent bars. The librarian of the impacted community
reported heavy use of library facilities, especially evenings and Saturdays because
they offered a quiet, free place for leisure and relaxation (Old West Regional
Commission, Rock Springs Report, 1975). Impacted communities which were able to
build new recreation centers offering a variety of activities to both adults and
teenagers were well regarded (Massey, 1977).

A variety of evidence suggests then that newcomer M-X workers may be more
dissatisfied with some aspects of their quality of life than local residents. The less
satisfying would be relations with people in general and the level of community
services. However, whether these sources of dissatisfaction would be enough to
significantly affect over-ll evaluations of quality of life is not clear.
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NEWCOMER INDIRECT M-X WORKERS (2.1.3)

This social grouping consists of persons who would cone to .'0-X impact areas
to take jobs not directly related to MI-X but generated by %11-X activities mnd relateA
population growth. These jobs would occur in a variety of sectors such as retail
services, government, law enforcement, health services, and education. Thus tie
other newcomers would be even more diversified occupationally than the newcomer
M-X workers.

Other newcomers would differ fron direct X-X workers in several important
ways. First, since they come for nonproject jobs, they are more likely to entertan
hopes of remaining in the M-X impact area after construction of the missile syste;n S
is completed. This means that they may be more interested in becoming integrated
In the local conmmunity. Second, they are likely to have a different structure of
preexisting contacts in the host community, such as a frieno or relative among tie
longtime residents, and are less likely to know other newcomers Decause oi
nembership in the same union or past employment on the sane project t-ierzog, et
al., 1980). Third, some of them may be filling newly created positions in tne imipact
area such as mental health worker, assistant school superintendent, assistant police
chief, and other roles which would be opened in response to M-X-related population
growth. These new roles may not be understood or accepted y local resiaents.
How all these factors come together to affect other their sense of quality of life has
not been studied in adequate detail. One of the few things known aoout otner
newcomners is that they tend to be more dissatisfied with community services than
either longtine residents or newcomer project workers (Ola ',West Regional
Commission, 1975).

These newcomers, however, would contribute to the social changes occurring
in impact areas, especially in the area of local politics. Their large nu;noer means
that they can influence election outcomes; their occupational training ana higher
levels of education, in comparison with longtime residents, eventually gives their, a
ccvnpetitive edge when vying for leadership positions; their lack of knowledge about
lo,-al interest groups and alignments on controversial issues tends to lead to a more
structured form of politics that more closely follows political party lines tWan has
actually been the case in snall rural coin;nunities; and their differing values anu
backgrounds tend to lead to the introduction of new community goals and odjectives
(Finsterbursch, 1980; National \cadeiny of Sciences, 197 ). The condusion to oe
drawn fron the impacts that newcomers have had on rural coiinunities in otner
ti nos and places is that in the long run, otoer newco,ners to im-X impact area woulo
likely try to effect changes that are consistent with their sense of quality of life.

AIR FORCE (2.1.4)

l th~e four ocial gro upinFigs that (onstruction and operation of I-X would
Jriin g totetkiir in tiue irn iat areas, the Air Force is the one nost unli'<e the others.

It is tue one socil grouping Phich is ,nder direct influence of a single agency. This
* <e ther "thrieoncb for tihe quality of life of Air Force personnel iu, inuirectiy,
t',e otlier t)ree social groupings. The potential exists for nan aspects of quality ot

)I o ri e\vconer \-X Co mstr'jction workers to coie undler the inlluence ol tile
orps ot Engineers and its con tractors who would construct the roads and support

faclitiO, f,)- the 'A-X. ihut, as noted earlier, present policy stipulates that ilousin 6

aissembly workers in korkcr villages would be only for construction anu assemoly
,vork,.rs but nt t'eir d e pendenits.
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PURLIC (?O\ MENT ON THE OR AFT EIS:

"But anvWav, I have lived in big cities but I think this coninunity is
just delightful. You have a sense of your own identity and so far we
haven't had to be fearful of our neighbors or of so:neone coming in and .
tripping us in the dark. '7'e haven't had to worry about our daughters
being raped, and we haven't had to worry about our old folks being
mugged or robbed, but with an element such as \i-X or any other
situation, as vou know how it is in Tvoming, it is a terrible situation.

"If 'I-X comes, it will certainly destroy our way of life and I hate
to see old folks, and I'm in the old folks age although I don't like anyone
to know it, bit I hate to s,-e so'ne of these old folks have their ninds and
Cieir hearts filled with fear." (110307-7-002)
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Air Force as a Social Grouping (2.1.4.1)

Although Air Force officers and enlisted personnel come from diverse social,
economic, and geographic backgrounds, they constitute a social grouping because of
their special job requirements. A "sense of belonging" that is shared when one is in 
the service arises from the "onbase" environment of an Air Force installation, the
uniform, and common references such as "blue suiters." The necessities of life such
as food, housing, health services, shopping and recreation facilities are generally
available at Air Force bases. The base functions as a "total community", with its
own norns and military regulations of conduct, and legal mechanisms, such as
nonjudicial punishment and court martials, for handling violations.

B3oth geographic and occupational mobility is high among Air Force personnel
who are reassigned about every four years to another locality, and frequently to a
different job than the one previously held. Air Force officers, in particular, are
cross-trained among various skills and disciplines so they can perform a variety of
job,, in the service. While a specialty is the basis for a career as an Air Force
officer, the training emphasis is on nanage:nent skills.

,3ecause of the large and varied exposure Air Force people have in several jobs
in all parts of the world, they and their families tend to be more cosmopolitan than
many residents in the area where they live. Out of necessity, Air Force personnel
-ind their families have learned to adapt to a new environment quickly, and to 0
integrate into the local social organization. Air Force policy strongly encourages
personnel to engage in offbase community service activities.

What, probably nore than anything, makes the military--not just the Air
Force--different fron other "types" of people is the duality of overall purpose. TheSuiformed people must be ready to deploy to a war-time environment, which is 6
totally different fro:n the peace-time pursuits at a typical airbase, meaning job,
fanily, leisure activities. All of this social fabric can be very quickly changed. The
a hility of people to accept this role of "waiting in the wings", while living a typical
suburban life style, but having a real potential purpose elsewhere in a much more
stressful environment at some unknown time in the future, is definitely a unique
aspect of this group. Obviously, people in similar occupations, in similar suburban 0
patterns who have no such dual purpose to their lives, will not face that disruptive
possibility in the future. The positive side uf this is that it is the very nature of the
military purpose that helps to build a sense of group identity among its members; an
ideotity that is very difficult to replicate in a completely civilian environment.

iich of this spills over to their families. There is no single "type" of person in the
,-Air Force; their needs, sensitivities, and interests vary probably as much as in a .
"typical" .Anericin community. However, what holds them together, the "social
glue", is a sense of comnon purpose, and this is reinforced by a number of
'onsciously created programs and a more difficult-to-describe innate sense of

belongin, to this group--the Air Force. Particularly among senior officers and
NCO's (noncommissioned officers), it is "in their blood": it is "not just a career, but

* a way of life" to use the Air Force motto. -

Air Force Quality of Life Policy (2.1.4.2)

The .,.ir Force has a vested interest in naintaining and enhancing the "Quality
of Life" of all .,Air Force employees, in concert with communities near the base.
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This is based on the fact that employees are nore productive and retention rates are
higher when the individual is satisfied with his or her way of life. A major Air Force
component of a comprehensive quality of life program is the Base Comprehensive
Plan (BCP).

Base Comprehensive Plan (2.1.4.3) _

The Base Comprehensive Plan is an expansion of the Air Force Master Plan
concept which traditionally focused on the physical layout and development of
onbase facilities and services. In contrast, the RCD approach incorporates in-depth
analyses of the interrelationship between:

a. Natural and human environments;
b. The social characteristics and needs of people;
c. The interrelationships between air bases and surrounding communities.

A. Natural and Human Environments

The Base Comprehensive Plan requires a detailed analysis of the natural
environment within the base area and consideration of significant natural
phenomena in surrounding areas. With these studies in hand, the planning of the
physical facilitis is undertaken with the objective of minimizing the environmental
impact of the proposed activity under consideration. The design and layout of
facilities strives for an overall relationship of buildings which is aesthetically
pleasing, ccvenient and in keeping with lhuman needs. Each Comprehensive Plan
has an environmental component which addresses air and water quality, sanitation,
solid waste disposal, energy conservation, and wildlife management on the base.
Other aspects of the plan address human services on the base and impacts o.,i the
surroundin- communities.

.l. Social Characteristics and Needs of People

Social characteristics and needs of people considers that although Air "orce
employees come from a variety of social backgrounds, they are likely to agree on
sOmhe aspects of the quality of life. Factors considered in the Base Comprehensive
Plan include:

1) More leisure time for more people,
2) Longer life expectancy,
3) Rising expectations, and
4) Changing Values.

C. Interrelationships Between Air 'ases to Surrounding Communities

Interrelationships between air bases and surrounding com -nunities consider Air
Force objectives and local community goals, and strive to achieve a balance
between them. For example, a community near an Air 3ase may have a policy of
limited growth, while the Air ':orce objective may he to increase manpower levels
for the base, an obvious conflict in goals. A BCP solution to the conflict might be
to increase onbase housing to accommodate .ir 7orce personnel and their fa,nilies.
However, if a community desires growth or has surplus housing capacity, the BCP
might recommend that no additional housing be built on base, deferring to the local
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PUBLIC COM\ ENT ON THE DR AFF ELS:

Eastern Nevada is the one area of the state where the old Nevada
can still be found, where neighbors are friends, where one can grab a
rifle, climb into an old pic!<up, and proceed off into the miles of open
valleys and sage-covered desert hills to hunt, prospect, explore, or just ...

climb a hill and sit, admiring Cod's creation. There are tall rIgged
mountains and rolling desert hills to stir one's soul under a clear blue sky
or a star-studded summer night." (130124-2-002)
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market for housing Air Porce personnel and their families. This flexibility in
planning also applies to more personal areas of human life such as recreation
preferences. If a local community does not afford recreational facilities that
satisfy the preference of Air Force personnel, the BCP may recommend that such
facilities be built on base for Air 7orce use during nonwork hours. Thus the 'tCP can
contribute directly to quality of life expectations of Air Force personnel while
directly or indirectly helping to maintain local community quality of life goals. The
BCP concept allows for resolution of potential points of conflict between Air Force
and neighboring communities, in matters that infringe on quality of life, of both Air
Force and local residents.

2.2 A COMPARATIVE PROFILE OF LOCAL RESIDENTS, NEWCOMER PROJECT
WORKERS AND OTHER NEWCOMERS

The three sets of civilian social groupings to come together in the \i-X impact
areas are likely to be neither totally different nor totally similar to each other.
4 Some of the likely differences and similarities can be placed in perspective by
presenting data from a study conducted by Mountain West of 1illings, Montana, for
the Old West Regional Commission. The study focused on social groups similar to
those to be anticipated for the M-X which were affected by energy development
projects during the early 1970s in the intermountain west (Old West Regional
Comnission, 1975).

The study is based on household surveys of residents of Rock Springs and Green
River, Wyoming; Forsyth and Colstrip, Mlontana; and Center, North Dakota. All five
towns were experiencing effects of large constr.iction projects at the time of t'le
survey. Households included in the survey were chosen through a quota sampling
procedure to ensure a sufficient number of households in each of three categories:
local residents, newcomer construction workers, and other newcomers. Local
residents included both longtime residents and persons who moved to the area prior
to construction and without intention to take a construction job. Newcomer
construction workers referred to people who migrated specifically to the study areas
to seek project construction work. Other newcomers designated persons who came
to the area to take jobs that developed as a result of construjction activities. The
latter group included professionals, business persons, sales clerks, plumbers, and so
forth.

The findings indicate that the three groups of people differ on various social
characteristics, which in turn would affect social change processes. The major
findings are summarized below by social characteristics.

AGE

On the average, local residents were the oldest of the three groups and other
newconers the youngest. The median age for the three groups was found to be:

local residents--23.7 years
newconer construction workers--22.5 years
other newcomers--21.9 years

Longtime residents include sone people 55 and older, while the other two groups had
few people of that age. This is typical when migration occurs for job-related
reasons.
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MARITAL STATUS AND PRESENCE OF FAMILIES

Table 2.2-1 shows that over 75 percent of all three groups were currently
married, and that there was little difference in the percentage of married among
them. The newcomer groups, however, contained a higher proportion of never
married people than did the longtime residents.

Not only were newcomer construction workers as likely to be married as those
in the other social groupings, but about 65 percent of them brought their families to
project vicinities (Old West Regional Commission, 1975). Furthermore, both
newcomer construction workers and other newcomers had almost as many children
as did longtime residents. The average family size for each grouping was: local
residents--3.8 persons; newcomer construction workers--3.6 persons; other
newcomers-- 3.5 persons.

INCOME, EDUCATION, AND WORKING SPOUSES

Greater differences emerge among the three social groupings when other
social characteristics are examined. Of the three groups, newcomer construction
worker households had the highest median incomes while residents had the lowest
(Table 2.2-2).

While a higher percentage of local residents did not complete high school, in
comparison to the other two groupings, Table 2.2-3 shows that newcomer construc-
tion workers were somewhat similar to local residents on other facets of education.
In both groups the same proportion of persons had graduated from high school or
college.

The three groupings also differed significantly in regard to the employment
Cstatus of spouses and other household members. The highest percentage of working

spouses occurred among local residents and the lowest occurred among newcomer
construction workers (Table 2.2-4). Two factors underlie this pattern. First, local
residents were probably more dependent on additional family wage earners than
were the other groupings to make ends meet, because primary workers among local

*. residents tended to be employed in lower paying jobs. Second, newcomer construc-
tion worker spouses were less inclined to seek employment because they knew they
would be leaving the area after project construction was completed.

SOURCES OF SOCIAL CONTACT

A problem facing any newcomer to a new place is integrating himself or
herself into the community, making friends, and finding companions with whom to
share the pleasures and worries of life. The Mountain West survey asked each
respondent to indicate his or her three most important sources of social contacts.
The findings in Table 2.2-5 indicate that both newcomer groups relied primarily on
their places of work and their neighborhoods for social contacts. This pattern is
typical among newcomers anywhere. Although work and neighborhood are important
sources of social contacts among residents, their sources of important social
contacts are much broader, including church, school and community activities,
reflecting the fact that they have had ample time to become integrated into the
larger community.
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Table 2.2-1. Marital status of household heads, currently
affected communities (percent).

Newcomer Other
Marital Status Residents Construction

Workers Newcomers

Now Married 81.5 76.7 80.2

Widowed or
Divorced 14.0 7.2 4.5

Never Married 4.5 16.0 15.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

T5675/1n-2-81 1

lI
1Totals may not add to 100.0 percent because of rounding.

Source: Old West Regional Commission, 1975:36.
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:

"While the construction of temporary structures to meet the high
de'nand in the early years of M-X construction lessens long-ter-n
impacts, there are special problems associated with that type of buil-ing
that should be identified. So ne of these include the visual appearance or
urban settlements both during and after construction. (One only needs to
look as far as Wyoming energy projects to see examples of potential
problems.) Temporary dwellings may mini,nize long tern impacts but at -
the same time create ugly short-term (five to ten year) impacts that
may be difficult to accept." (BO864-7-091)
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States (dollars).

Group Median Income

Currently Affected Communities: 1975

Long Time Residents 13,913

Newcomer Construction Workers 17,689

Other Newcomers 15,300

United States: 1973 10,5122 I

T5676/10-2-8!

Source: Mountain West Research, 1975:49.
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Table 2.2-3. Educational attainments of household heads, currently
affected communities and the United States.

Percentage of Household Heads

Highest Currently Affected Communities
Educational United

Level Completed Newcomer States2

Residents Construction Other

Workers Newcomers

Less than High
School Graduation 28.4 13.5 11.0 39.1

High School Graduate 42.7 43.8 29.5 32.7

Some College 12.9 23.0 26.9 13.1 6

College Graduate
and Higher 13.5 10.4 29.5 15.1 -"1

Vocational and
technical school 2.5 9.2 2.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

T5677/10-2-81

iTotals may not add to 100.0 percent because of rounding. _
2 Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Consumer Income: Household Money

Income in 1973 and Selected Social and Economic Characteristics of
Households (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974),p. 7.

Source: Old West Regional Commission, 1978:42. 6
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DPAFT TEIS:

"One, to protect the life of the people of the land. That's
something that's ye. y important to people and in New Mexico Whether
yiou live in the country or whether you live in the city. Rut there is a
respect for peoirle wvho make their living on the land and a system like
this will disrupt that way of life." (R0400-0-003)
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Table 2.2-4. Employment of other household members.

Percentage of
Other Household Members

Newcomer Other
Resident Construction

Worker Newcomer

Working Spouse 32.8 12.0 25.3

Other Household

Member Holding Jobs 12.6 9.5 4.9

T5678/10-2-81

Source: Old West Regional Commission, 1975:45.
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Table 2.2-5. Sources of social contact, currently affected communities.I

New~.comer Construction
Residents 'Xorkers Other Newcomers

Sore(percent) (rank) (percent) (rank) (percent) (rank)

A0k61.4 1 S1.0 1 74.5 1
Cnurcn 36.3 3 16.9 6 24.5 3CBdrs 10.5 9 19.0 5 12.7 7

Clubs and communit
actvities 27.5 4/5 14.9 7 16.0 5

Recreation 17.5 7 21.8 4 13.4, 6

Pelatives 12.0 8 8.7 8 9.5 8

*Neightoornood 5G.3 2 52.6 2 45.1 2

Scnocl 27. 5 415 3.3 9 6.9 9

Otner 19.6 6 24.9 3 2G.6 4

T 179-2-SI

Trni tj::lV, co'rnines responses aDou: tne three most important sources of social contact, so percentages
ca: to~ nore tnri 1M.0 percent.

01re: Cc 'A est Peg ioral; Commission, 1975:56.
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TwVo asi)ecti of Tablo 2.?-5 arc, particularly noteworthy. The first is that
nexvco'ner conitrtiction wor'Kers do fiot rely heavily on bars for social contact,
contrary to po~~ular belief. !-ars ranked fifth in importance among newvcomner
construction wor!<ers, although of A three groups they made the greatest use of
5jArs. Se-cond. somne nowcomner construction workers participated in a variety of
com rlLI-IitV actiVities, inlluding church and recreation activities. To the extent that

both ewcoer grups nterinto community activities, their energy becomesa
rt-source to fujrt'ier local projects, especially those dependent on volunteer efforts.



PTJRLIC CO.MMENT ON THE nRAFT EIS:

"Granted, quality of life is not a simple concept to define, much
less to measure. It is multidimensional, containing objective components
(sfuch as number of jobs or cost of public services) as veil as subjective - O
ele~nents (such as 'friendliness of people' an-i 'happiness'). Any assess-]

:nent of quality of life in an area, however, must make every effort to
overcome definitional and measurement problems in order to obtain the
needed profile of the area and its population. That profile is crucial
because it represents the starting point from which one is able to
investigate the social organization, social structure, and sociocultural
change such ,is that associated with the A-X project." (A1052-9-259)

10i
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3.0 QUALITY OF LIFE IN RURAL AREAS: COMMUNITY SATISFACTION 1

It seens that most of te literature on the quality of life that explicitly looks
at rural, or nonmetropolitan, areas concentrates on differences in assessments of
corn;nunity attributes given by residents of comnunities of different sizes (HUiD,
1978; Carpbell, 1976). However, there are three studies that concentrate on
identifying objective indicators of the quality of life in rural areas, or attempt to
provide more efficient predictors of the variance in community satisfaction studies
in rural areas.

Dillman and Tremblay argue that the objective indicators best able to
illustrate quality of life in rural areas indude economic well-being, education,
health cjre, housing, crime, environmental quality, and recreational activity. They
conclude that when analyzed, these oijective conditions point to several areas ot
deprivation among rural people, especially economic well-being and access to
institutional services such as health care. Indeed, Dillman and Tremolay note rural

people's subjective assessnents are consistent with the objective conditions oi tneir
environment. They explain the apparent anomnaly of rural people believing they nave
a higher quality of life, by the greater weight rural residents attach to the relatively
intangible aspects of their environment ,)iIlmnan and Tremblay, 1977). Sucl

antangibles include desirability of a place in which to raise children, access to tne
outdoors, open spaces, friendliness of people, air quality, and safety fromn crime.
Thus, they argue tliat substantial support exists for the notion that the inadequacy
of certain services is offset by the presence of other qualities in rural areas
(Dillman and Trenblay, 1977). This view is partly supported by Goudy kt977), who
chiallenges the common assertion that service evaluations are thought to be
important factors contributing to tne quality of life in rural towns. He maintains
that pe!rceptions of social dimensions (such as the distrioution of power, citizen
participation, and commitinent to the community) are inore efficient and better
predictors of any one individual's satisfaction with his or her community kGoudy,
1977). lie presents data showing that residents find most satisfying those communi-
ties in which they think they have strong primary group relationships, where local
people participate and take pride in civic affairs, where decision making is snared,
where residents are heterogeneous, and where people are cot-ninitted to the
co.nmunity and its upkeep (Goudy, 1977). This does not mean that perceptions ol
various com,nunity services do not relate to community satisfaction, but rather tnat
they appear to be less i;nportant than perceptions of social factors. The cleat
inplication is that attempts to increase levels of community satisfaction may not De
successful if only services are changed (Goudy, 1977).

Similarly, Ladewig and McCann (1980) stress two findings in their study of
community satisfaction. First, the more satisfied the person is with accessibility to
selected opportunities and facilities, the more satisfied that person is with tne
,co;nmunity. Second, the most salient subjective experiences are those that reflect
the individual's perceptions of the degree of control lie has over outcomes he
experiences in the community or expects to experience. It seems, then, that
residents' satisfaction with their communities may be more greatly affected oy
forces or processes that disrupt the various social dimensions outlined above, than
by anything that overtaxes or reduces local resident's access to community services.
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT ETs:

"As our members have discussed the proposed \-X system and its
drastic impacts on the Great Basin land we love, the question always
comes up of whether the USAF and its contractors are able to compre-
hend the destruction this basing mode will cause or whether you care.
Not much quantitative understanding of the Great Basin is reflected in
the DEIS and no qualitative understanding is expressed at all. We realize
that qualitative values are difficult both to convey and to be understood,
especially )y people who see the Great Basin as an alien wasteland. With

, the following poems which are an integral part of the Sierra Club's M-X
slide show, we will attenpt, once more, to convey to you how we feel
about our desert lands. This poetic expression is as fundamental and
vital to our statement as the technical comments." (A0835-6-015)

Selections of Poetry from MItldred Breedlove
THIS BARRENNESS WILL ALSO PASS ..... and SOLILOOUY
I sing of desert beauty while I stand
Upon a fallen tree, now petrified -
And know that once its leafy branches fanned
The misty air,
When everywhere
The dank, sweet smell of sodden earth denied
Foreverness of burning sand.
I hear a chieftain's prayer,
Who may have stood where I am standing now,
And mused ...
I see a brave and hear him call
Above a storn or waterfall,
'/here now are sun and sand a n 1 silence . . . fused
'Tit'I time.

-And as I climb
The multi-colored hills,
I do not mou rn the passing ough:
The desert has a song to syrug.

Let snarrows, larks and ,vhim)oorwills
Go north or east, and fling
Their hearts from living trees -

The songs the desert sines zre these:
The utter stillness of tme nigt! . .
The hills in colorful arrav
Of changing patterns day on dv . . .

The peace and solitude,
Unbroken, save by wind,
Or the unhurried flight
Of vult ires seeking prev.

And then one dav, a dawn , ill come
When oak and ash and bhj,, delphinium
'ill anchor here.

6%



bird-call, sweet and clear,
Will drift across the indigo
Of snow-fed lakes, as smooth as glass
That mirror haws and sassafras.
The chieftain and the brave and I
Will meet beneath a weeping sky -

How blind is he
Who cannot see
Iae.nificence in desert hills,

Nor find expressed S
In placed west,
The peace each desert scene instills.
How deaf is he
Whose symphony
Is alien to a desert night,
Where silence has S
The cadences
Of lute and lyre and larks in flight.

How blest is he
Who fits the key
Of life into this wide expanse -
Who looks upon
A desert dawn,
And knows it, not a happenstance. (A0855-6-015)
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PrJBLIC COMMAENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:

"I think Drobably the thing that concerns me the nost is the life
style which is changes. If you have a community such as ours, kind of
quiet, peaceful, mannan-type of environment, and you cone in with . O
inflationary wages, a new higher standard of living, and then the syste'n
is withdrawn, we are a little bit concerned that those people are going to
have to make a frustrating decision. Are they going to follow the
construction crew and move out of the community and join those
ranchers who went bro<e and moved out of the community, or are they
,-going to stay there and return to the lower level of life that they had in 0
the ptst and be frustrated?" (B0458-8-008)

0S
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4.0 THE BOOMTOWN LITERATURE

Some of the impacts on a small community located near a large energy,
military, or industrial construction project are predictable. The large influx of
construction workers and their dependents usually required because the labor pool in
the surrounding communities is typically inadequate is reasonably easily predicted
on the basis of construction schedules and construction workers demographic
characteristics (Old West Regional Commission, 1975). Also quite predictable, given
certain reasonable assumptions about per capita or per household requirements and
consumption behavior, are the shortages of housing and services that will be
experienced, at least in the short run, given the demands and existing supplies.

What is not apparent and therefore not easily predicted are the effects a large
influx of outsiders can have on social structure and ways of life of the host
communities and surrounding region. Yet this is an area of much concern, especially
to residents of the two deployment regions, because of news accounts and other
writings on social disruption and malaise that have accompanied some boomtown
developments in the west, leading to the term "Gillette Syndrome" (Kohrs, 1974).

4.1 CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES

There is a growing body of literature on boomtowns in which the experiences
of both the indigenous population and newcomers are dealt with at some length.
However, some of the literature on the social impact of boomtowns is notable for its
inconsistency of approach and lack of explicit theoretical base (Cortese and Jones,
1980). Conclusions about boomtown effects are based on unsystematic research
(Lewis and Albrecht, 1977). There is a lack of time series and cross-sectional data
from which to test hypotheses, thus making verification of some assertions difficult.
The data on which many of the assertions are based usually are for only one year,
generally are not comprehensive, and frequently do not include other counties or
towns as controls. Consequently, as Thompson states, a mystique has grown up
about boomtowns which is difficult to refute: a mystique that the social problems
alluded to in Kohr's characterization, the "Gillette Syndrome," occur whenever and
wherever rapid development takes place (Thompson, 1979).

The following statements are typical:

"Rapid increasing crime rates have often been noted. For example, in Pock
Springs, Wyoming, the number of calls to the local police department
increased from 8,000 to 36,000 while the population was doubling." (Albrecht,
1978) (emphasis added).

"To afford some perspective of the characteristic of boorntowns, the following
describes conditions found in Sweetwater County, Wyoming during the 1970-74
period ... population ... increased from 18,931 to 36,900 with little expansion in
police facilities, crime rates increased by 60 percent between 1972 and 1973"
(Cummings and MAehr, 1977) (emphasis added).

Clearly, the number of calls to a local police department cannot be a sound
predictor of actual crimes, and it would have been nice to know what the population
increase was between 1972 and 1973 in the other example. When control
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communities are included, the results are ambivalent. Thompson does, in fact,
substantiate Kohr's assertion that criminal activity increases with population
growth, but only some 30 percent faster. Indeed, Thompson's data seem to indicate i -I

that although there appears to be an increase in crime with population growth, and
that in all of his five counties crime was increasing at a faster rate than population,
there is no statistically significant relationship between the two (Thompson, 1979).
However, Trookshire and D'Arge maintain that in their comparative study of Rock
Springs, Wyoming and 36 other similar cities with growth rates only one-fourth that
of Rock Springs, there is no statistically significant difference in crime rates
fIrookshire and D'Arge, 1980).

Data recently collected by the Colorado Division of Criminal Justice provide a .
good illustration of the problein in trying to pin down the relationship between
pooulation changes and changes in the crime rate. Table 4.1-I shows the crime
rates per 100,000 population in eleven western slope counties in Colorado for 1970
and 1979, and the change in the crime rate over that period. Also shown are the
population figures for 1970 and 1980 and change in crime rate from 1970 through
1979 (no crime data were available for 1980 and population figures for 1979 were
similarly unavailable). For two counties, Delta and Montrose that grew about
30 percent over the decade and had similar populations, the increase in crime rates
was markedly different: 215 percent for D)elta County and 55 percent for Montrose
County (Table 4.1 -1). The relationship between the rate of population change and
crime rate change is also shown in Figure 4.1-1. Clearly, no simple, straightforward
relationship exists. For two counties that grew in population by about 50 percent,
the crime rates changed hy 26 and 140 percent, respectively. Likewise, two
counties that grew in population by 100 percent, experienced crime rate increases of
214 and 870 percent each (Figure 4.1 - I ). Judging the data presented in 7igure 4.1 -I

then, it appears safe to conclude that as population increases so does the crime rate.
The degree or range of increase, is wide and is a function of variables that are

unknown. When the number of crifnes Der additional 100 people were calculated, the
range extended from four additional crimes to 36 additional crimes (Colorado
Division of Criminal Justice, 1981).

Another weakness in the literature is that in some studies there is no attempt
to control for iltervening va-iables. Thus, the increase in crime that is often
reported in boomtowns mav he explained, in part, by a shift in the population age
structure. When construction workers and their dependents come into an area, tle
proportion in the population of 26 years and under may increase substantially. Since
a particularly high percentage of crimes are committed by individuals in their late
teens and early twenties, the increase of crimes may be as much a reflection of the
increased number of young people as any increase in lawlessness (U.S. Dept. of

Commerce, 1973). Similarly, an increase in the crime rate inay be due to a change
in reporting habits of local law enforcement officials (Cortese, 1980). As a town
grows, police departments tend to become more professional and generally
bureaucraticized and thus more likely to respond to crime reporting requests. Nor is
it clear who the crime victims are. Do the "oldtimers" of the indigenous population

* suffer from the increase in lawlessness, or are the crimes confined to groups of the
newcomers "9 Could it be that construction workers themselves are a particularly
"crime prone" group who "work hard and play hard," and that many types of crime,
such as drunken disorderliness, and brawling, are confined to this grouD, leaving the
local population relatively unaffected"
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Table 4.1-1. Crime rate change and population change, Western Colorado.

Crime Rates/100,000 Population Population
County

Percentage Percentage

1970 1979 Change 1970 1980 Change

1970-1979 1970-1980 "

Delta 876.5 2,758.9 214.8 15,286 20,274 32.6

Eagle 6,748.0 10,762.2 59.5 7,498 13,334 77.8

Garfield 2.)64.6 4,975.5 140.9 14,821 22,483 51.7

Gun nso r 3,5SQ.3 8,967.7 149.8 7,578 10,655 40.6

lackso. !.601.3 2,555.6 59.6 1,811 1,865 2.9

Mesa !.(79.S ,624.1 25.7 54,374 81,495 49.9

Mofat-, ... . '.360.6 2i3.9 6,525 13,129 101.2

\!o2 ros. 2,901.(, 4,508.3 55.4 18,366 24,249 32.0

P 9.I;0.S 20,942.1 115.9 6.185 10,411 68.3

R)'io Bkncc, 30!. 4,28S.7 229.0 4,842 6,294 30.0

Routt 712.9 6,929.6 872.7 ,  6,592 13,374 102.9

State 5,371.2 ,155.4 33.2 2,209,596 2,878,407 30.3

T4959/1 -2-81

Sources: Colorado Division of Crimtina Justice (1981), Colorado's Energy Boom: ImDact
on Crirninal and Criminal Justice (Denver, Co.: Department of Local Affair):24,
Table I1-2. Bu reau of tne Census (1981). 1980 Census of Population and Housing,
Preliminar\ Reports. Colorado (Nashington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce),
U.S. Bu-eau of trhe Census.
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PJBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:

"Ouality of Life. Little analysis is presented of the human impact
of 30,000 highly mobile, young (many sirgle), construction wor~kers who
have moved from job to job in the area. There should be greater -- -
discussion of the impact of crowding, crime, drugs, alcohol, prostitution
-- all the anti-social ills and behavior often noted in energy boointowns
such as Rock Springs and Gillette, Wyoming, and the Alaska pipeline ..

project.

"There should be more attention to the impact that recreational I

needs of 30,0%0 workers may have on the resources and management
capabilities of all federal, state, and locally managed lands. There
should also be more discussion on vhat happens to these re note areas
when the 'I-X system is declared obsolete in 15-20 years time."
(B0855-5-028)4O

I
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This points to another deficiency of the boomtown studies, namely the lack of
detaii as to which crimes are supposedly increasing. Typically, the assertion is that
crimes are increasing, or that the number of arrests have increased (Kohrs, 1974).
Whereas, Thompson does concede an overall increase in the cri;ne rate of Gillette,
Wyomning, he does point out that the greatest increase occurred in crimes against
property, such as burglary, larceny, theft, and motor vehicle theft; while cases of
crifne against persons such as robbery, forcible rape, and homicide did not increase
significantly (Thompson, 1979). This is supported by Brookshire and D'Arge, who
report that their results of a comparative study of crime in Rock Springs, Wyoming
with other communities in the west, indicate that the mix of crime is likely to
change under boointown circumstances. For example, auto theft, petty and grand
larceny, burglary, and inurder significantly increased, but negligent manslaughter, ,
rape, robbery, and assault did not significantly increase. They argue that this
change in the mix of crimes may be better or worse, depending on community
perceptions. In the absence of a relative ranking of community aversion to different
types of crime, they maintain that it is impossible to assert that energy impacted
(:o nnunities necessarily are worse off. Thus, with respect to crime, they argue
"that the 'classical' description of boomtowns is not statistically verifiable"
(Prookshire and D'Arge, 1980).

One also has to bear in mind that the crime rate appears to be generally
ifcreasing in society as a whole. For example, between 1970 and 1977 the crime
rate per 100,000 persons increased from 3,985 to 5,055, an increase of 0
26.S5 percent. Over the sane period, the population increased by 6.17 percent (U.S.
Bureau of the Census, 1979). There is also evidence to suggest that the crime rate
far violent crime (robbery, aggravated assault, forcible rape and murder) increased
laster in sinall towns and rural areas than in the nation as a whole (U.S. Bureau of
the Census, 1979). Thus, this overall societal increase in criminality should be taken
into account when examining reported boomtown crime increases.

I Infortunately, many, if not nost, of the assertions and claims regarding social
pathologies such as suicide rates, juvenile delinquency, school drop-out rates,
alcoholisn, e-tc., are :narred by similar methodological weaknesses and disagree-
,nents in the literature. In the case of suicides, for example, there are frequent
:laimns that the suicide rate increases markedly due to the loss of identity,
recognition and stature, or the shifts in friendship patterns, or the inability to cope
\vith the rapid change. However, due to the large difference in suicide rates
*etween males and females (24.9 vs 8.6 suicides per 100,000 population 15 years old
airld over, for the iJnited States as a whole, respectively, U.S. Bureau of the Census,
StatitJcAJ Aostract, 1979); an increase in the suicide rn-te should be expected in a
boom tow.f situation where there is the sudden influx of large numbers of single
1mal, or unaccornpanied married male, construction workers. The increase in
,mcide rates, then, cal at least be partially explained by the shift in the sex
(CH[)os ti on of the population, rather than any sudden increase in the suicidal
tCenden(:ies of the population as a whole. Indeed, the assertions do not explicitly
identify whi(:h particular subgroup of the population is experiencing the increase in
suicides; something that would be useful to know.

Sinilar statemnents, ',in he found in the literattire concernin g divorce rat, s in
rapidly growing comniliutties. 1:,r example:

gl'
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"The Gillette, W/yoming divorce rate is now twice that found in the surrounding
county." (O'Hare and Sanderson, 1977)

"The divorce rate for Campbell (County) vas 33 and 85 percent higher than the
two neighboring counties." (Rock, 1976)

In one of the few studies that attempts to verify these assertions, Thompson
maintains that the average divorce rate (numbers of divorces per thousand persons)
for the 1970 to 1977 period in Campbell County was not statistically different fron
other counties in the state. In fact, he shows that it was lower than the state
average (Thompson, 1979). These data covered seven years and five counties and
the state total, whereas Kohr's claims were based on data for one year and for three
counties (Kohr, 1974). Cortese correctly points out, though, that Thompson's
analyss of average divorce rate in Campbell County over a seven year period nasks
a doubling of divorce between 1974 and 1975 (Cortese, 1980). When the greatest
population increase occurred between 1975 and 1976, however, the number of
divorces dropped significantly, although they did increase in the next year, when
population growth slowed down somewhat, a 21.95 percent rate versus a
56.9 percent rate between 1975 and 1976 (Thompson, 1979). There appears to be,
then, no close correlation between rates of population growth and divorce rates.
Indeed, in another study, Wilkinson et al. (1980) suggest that any association
between the rate of population growth and divorce may be spurious. Their data, for
sone 292 counties in Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and

Wyoming, show that a positive relationship exists between divorce rate and growth
rate only when the effect of other variables is not controlled. When other variables
are entered into their analysis, the relationship between growth and divorce is
greatly weakened. State of occurrence, permissiveness of state divorce laws, and
proportion of the local labor force employed in agriculture are all better predictors

of the divorce rate than is the rate of population growth (Wilkinson et al., 1980).

Althoug5h one might expect a lag in the hypothesized relationship, this has not
been tested. Indeed, what is also needed to adequately test the hypothesis of a
casual relationship between population growth and an increase in divorce rates are
data on age group specific divorces per 1,000 eligible married couples. There is also
a need to control for specific subgroups of the population. It could be, for example,
that cercain subgroups of the in-migrating population have particularly high divorce
rates, or that particular age groups have higher divorce rates and that these are
nore heavily represented among the in-migrants than in the host community.

"Vithout these kinds of control there is simply no real way to either substantiate or
refute Kohr's hypothesis.

In the are of worker production and turnover in boomtowns, Gilmore and Duff
(1975) describe a "problem triangle" or vicious cycle in which, after a large influx of
workers, local instit itionis and narkets respond slowly to the increased demands,
thereby dogradilg, the qiality of life which leads to lower productivity and nore
absenteeismns in tie work force, which in turn inhibits the responsiveness of local

* ivstit itiois to the lare scale population in-,nigration. The problem of worker
productivity and tuirnover !ins been discussed by others (Nordlund, 1978). However,
it is not cler that the quality of life has actually declined for newcomers. Salaries-
.tre typically nigher in hoointowns and ;nany choose to move to a boon town area to
take Advantage of this. High turnover in the constriction and mining industries can
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PUJPLlC CCW~MEN'T ON THE DRAFT ! lS:

"WVe truly care about our quality of life and feel that it will be
,greatly cagdwith h ifuxo so naypeople coning, in to bu(ild the
'AI-X system. The way of life here is quiet and simple -- we wvoul(I not -

want to see it changed ')v the co;nptex :nissilk systemn." (110559-3-002)
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be attributed to a number of factors, including workers with the same skill levels
shifting freely in response to wage differentials between firms in the same area or
to the same industry in a different area; workers' dissatisfaction with their foremen;
intimidation by the harsher climate of western boomtowns; and a deliberate decision
on the part of workers to come to the boomtown for only a short time to amass
personal savings (Susskind and O'Hare, 1977). Thus, the alleged deterioration in the 0

general quality of life may not be either wholly or even partially responsible for
labor problems in boomtowns.

Typically data fron unspecified sources are cited to support assertions about a
wide variety of problems in boomtowns. Gilmore (1976), for example, says without
citation or the presentation of evidence, that "in most boontowns a 15 percent
growth rate leads to institutional breakdown in the labor market, the housing I
inarket, and the system for financing local public facilities". Similarly, Gilmore and
Duff (1975) also claim that "Five percent is generally about as much growth as a
small community can comfortably absorb", again, without citing, presenting or I
giving the source of tmeir data. Unfortunately, these undocumented assertions are

frequently cited in subsequent studies as documentation.

It seems that some boomntown problems have been greatly exaggerated for
journalistic effect. Thus, the mayor of Rock Springs, Wyoming, is quoted as saying,
"I've heard stories (about Rock Springs) that I don't even recognize" (Corrigan, 1976).

* Few studies on boomtown effects have included individual-level data on "social
pathologies" froin the general populations of affected communities. In fact,
Freundenburg (1980b), in a study of four communities in western Colorado, found an
apparent paradox. Namely, that while the available statistics from a community-
wide level are consistent with the predictions of social pathologies, his survey data
on alienation and personally perceived quality of life, by contrast, do not support the
hypothesis that rapid community growth leads to extensive personal disruption and
malaise.

One nust conclude that so ie assertions found in the boomtown literature are
not statistically verifiable, and thus should be treated with caution and skepticism.
The matter is complicated because the evaluation of any social impact is affected
by the evaluator's social values. Social impacts may be beneficial as well as
detrimental, and often both at the same time. But as Wolf notes, there is no
rational or legal basis for deciding whose values and interests are served (Wolf,
1974). Since the available evidence on the consequences of rapid population growth
is weak, each interest group is able to find some form of nominally "scientific"
corroboration for its position. Data on projects is so sparse and incomplete that a

4 variety of interpretations can be placed on them (Meidinger and Schlaiberg, 1980).

Lewis and Albrecht (1977) challenged the conventional wisdom that the
average resident of boointowns experiences a net decrease in welfare. They set out
to ascertain the true source of public concern about rapid development in rural
areas and conclude that all too often the concerns voiced, and criticisms offered,

4 originated from governnent agencies and environmental groups who are far removed
spatially from the problem. This, of course, does not stop these groups from feeling
an obligation to protect local residents and their environment by requiring or
lobbying for environmental impact statemnents (Lewis and Albrecht, 1977). A study
of local resident attitudes in Beaver County, Utah, and Caribou County, Idaho,
showed people to favor proposals that would mean rapid economic development and
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PUFMLC COMMAENT ON' TH11 !rPAFr [-:IS:

"One of the values which is considered most imp~ortant loy rural
Nevad-ans is the empliass on the farnily, and the rural corn Tituiitv as a
lhealthy Dlace to raise chiliren..." (AO975-2-O 54)-
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population growth (Lewis and Albrecht, 1977). In another study of -VI'1
TDevelopment in North FDakota, 82 percent of the residents interviewed felt that the

*- development of the A,',i site had been good for the area, even though the population
of the community in question, Langdon, had nearly doubled in four years (Coon et
al., 1975). Despite the paradox of co nrnunity support for a disruptive process, this
support appears genuine, although qualified. "If local residents are forced to choose
between massive growth and no growth at all, they will generally vote in favor of
growth; when given the choice; however, respondents indicate a clear preference for
lower levels of growth" (Wisniewski and Freudenburg, O980). According to the
mayor of Rock Springs, Wyoming, the rapid growth was "a trauntic experience,"

r but "once you get past the initial bouncing around that you take, and level off, then
you are better off" than with no boom at all (,Corrigan, 1976). This seems to be the
case even though there is considerable incongruence between the expectations of
local residents in actually filling the jobs that cone with development and the
reality that most of the jobs and inco'ne benefits accrue to skijlled Jn-migrants
(Little and Lovejoy, 1979).

one other salient point that applies to newcomers and others who actively
participate in the boom is that any boontown offers an opportunity for individuals
or families to trade a short period of disco;nfort for large financial rewards (O'Hare
and Sanderson, 1977; Griffith, 1975). Wage differentials between boorntowns and
other co nrnunj ties can be considered a prenium to compensate workers for the
boomnto'vn's poor quality of life (Cummnings and 'Aehr, 1977). It is not clear whether
boomtown workers would appreciate having this wage differential eroded by
increased taxes to inprove boomtown conditions. Another perspective- is that "we
skMid at least entertain the possibility that boomtowns where life is onerous, b.at
pay is high, serve a social purpose analogous to the function of the frontier in
Turner's interpretation, and that this purpose might not only mitigate the societal

' W cost of boomntown pathologies but even justify them!" (O'Hare and Sanderson, 1977).
This argument, of course, while applying to the in-migrants, will not satisfy and
does not apply to the existing, indigenous population that is impacted by a project.

4.2 QUALITY OF LIFE AND THE "BUST" PHASE

The bust phase of the "boorn-bust" cycle would occur when the construction
work force would begin to decrease as *\l-X construction nears conpletion.
Population would start declining as construction workers and their families move olt

of the project area. Jobs created to support the construction workforce in retail
and service sectors, schools and other sectors would no longer be needed.
linernloyment would increase as persons in such secondary jobs were laid off

0 (Kruse, 1979). Women who entered the labor force during the boon period would
exit from it, and the professional child care services that emerged to serve working
mothers would fold (n9axter and Cortese, 1981). Young people who were able to
remain in the area because of boom employment opportunities would likely leave for
employment elsewhere. Processes such as these require the resident population to
adjust omce again to changirg,- conditions and opportunity strictures. The impacts of

* these processes on quality of life wojld be mixed, jjst as the impacts of the iboon
were mixed. Thus some people nay regret the loss of employment opportuniti-s and
toe sense of excitement thtt cones with increased poDulAtiatnn, aCtivitV and
diversity, while others would be pleased to have qlliot once again.

The exact nature of the re~idjistnent dring the biist period woild depend
0 partly on an area's capacity for coping with the b o,n and th- adj istrtent ti lt lrail

ga)vernn-'its and residents wrvold na!o, to booln on litionS.
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PUB LIC COMMENT ON THE 'DRAFT EIS:

"FLPiA also requires an analysis of impacts r(-sulting from federal
land action. The %'A-X I)FIS only mnentions these iinoacts. Those who
have climbed the mnountainjs in eastern Nevada and have seen uip to a

scattered buildings, will surely be dismayed at the loss of this

receatona an pschoogialresource. The ThSdoes not address this
issu wit anysubtanc. Frm arecreational and social view, this is a
dranatc ~niactan inistbeconsidered as such in the O)EIS."

(B08 7 3-8-021)
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The historical record is highly variable. In the 1950s, some communities
expanded their retail sectors ind public services including education, to accomno-
date the boorn, on the mistalken assumption that industrial development wvould follo'k
completion of a large hydro-power project (Harnisch, 1980). Lef t w It h
over-expanded facilities fron previous boons, these communities approached
subsequent major cons truction projects wvith much caution and kariness. ',ith
assistance from the C7orps of Frngineers, mitigation plans were developed for coping
with construction- related population growth that would not leave commnunities withi
excess capacity once (:n nstrJction was completed (T-arnisch, 198). In thiis wvay,
somne adverse aspects of the boomn-bust cycle were avoided.

For another hydroelectric project, the nearby connunities welco ned
constriction workers because they provided additional manpower for volunteer
community service projects, they and their families enlivened social activities, and
their children permnitted greater efficiency in schools where resident enrollmnent had
declined to well below capacity (U.S. Corps of -Ingineers, 1979). Out-migration of(constriction workers and their tamnilies left these comnmun ities with less people to
participate in community affairs and social activities.

In Langadon, North Dlakota, following the sudden decomn issioning- of the
Safeguard project, population declined almost to preboo-n levels but not all aspects
o)f social life returned to the preh~oo n period (P axter, 1981). The city governmnent
and school Admninistration staffs which had enlarged during constr Actio , of th)e
S afeguard did not s-hrink to predevelopnent levels. Governing proceses which had
become moore formnal duiring the booin period continued in that style. ,) u r In A the'
precons truc-_t ion era older citi.zens were able to have the city snow plow L~ifir
driveways. This informnal, more personal practic-e was discontinued during
constr ic tio-_n and has niot boen resumed. Langdon residen)ts, esoecially those betwveen
the aiges of 20 and 55, discovered thait thiey missed certain newcomners kv ho had
1becomef ac tive ctiesdoing things like coachino L-ittle- Leagmie. -)airini~ the boo~n
poer io, business owners incresed their division of lab)or, h'airng, Dersons to soeciil iz

Inpir t, rIlIr tasks like bookkeeping, cashiering, and selling, lv Aving the' n to func,-tioni
as- mana'l'lgers. ')tiring the,, bust period, owners liad to lay people off and resu -ie somne
Of this vrl< thietnuselves. They had regrets about red icing, thieir nianageriafl roles.
b it the bi 1st p-r bad left t Kanpdon withl so ne inoroven1ent s as an update~l and
'xnaM1 led water imd sewer system, and new stre-ts, hospi taRl, anWd schod )s.

The v ir m t y of !boo n -bhis 'privcss'j- tt socrial cnnditi Nl do l otI- mm.lf*'(-,si il v retuorn to who t tivme V were, prriar to projec t co'tmi in. The v.irleitv )f
<2-renis jm sigg'sttlit tine post:'onstr ict oo period need niot "), ai totail )"Is,'

III,'m ,lv ine'a~ to , V rxt e1-i sn of facilitys, if 10l monmn-,dega'

K Linmt[ fIll p)1 jnninm' both for tw he oon and Cime his, al;asess,acioI I i~
nv-triton iorojercts. Th (I i flitv of suich plamum ' is depe nde.nt on iee l f o t irs:

theoval mnlm ofifr ii ad t am sit1 to ~mmJ1t~ thmit I lc" 5,Imc h

o,,;ml w, irite anrd vm i dlv mn'iait(m ior n tion to hek JgroVidod bs 'noV 1M g
igom -u, onr thef size I tm otric ,t ionf workforce ind mopltmngowth to a
ifl~mO t''+t (21 ofil tvsr:hicirto )f its, ownl gol- ta , vatit canI

roil ist mm ilk' xp'-t tm go fri mmi, ao-host cvcle.

immimy' w h Ar(' [nart of trim .lekim ,d (I dc plowenont are,, v ,ilfl P e -nere

vjhwnrahlo, to the 5o001w hmo, It- thn roiit es ini vhir'i nmpera tit, pbse eijd'

loitrId. 'Fii- for njor, e 1p,1m 1v, need,( to) ror1Si(r carell wht coin nmitv goals
ilw~v :mght tw ho e to reaili 'ie by t-i-aug aivaintarm,(' of th'o boon -1 ta 1st ,I t'] Va
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5.0 BASELINE QUALITY OF LIFE

The bodyv and details of the baseline (tiality of Life can he found in
Section 3.?.1 in Chapter 3 of the FE15.



PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:

"Changes in availability of water could seriously affect life in this
region. Farms and ranch headquarters, as well as the small communities,
exist because water is available to meet the needs. Relocation of
hones, ranch headquarters and communities, even a few hundred yards,
could destr,)y their water supply and greatly increase the cost. If this is
not carefully stdiel, the depletion of available water will result in
severe fracturing of rural fa,nilv life." (130604-7-003)
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6.0 QUALITY OF LIFE IMPACTS

The body and details of the Quality of Life impacts, by the Proposed Actions
and Alternatives can be found in Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 4 of the FF15.
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PUBLIC COMIENT ON THE )RAFT EIS:

The quality of life resource category, as defined for this discussion,
is the composite of social organization, com nunity service, and
economic health which alter the perceived or actual degree of merit of _ 0
the human experience. The quality of an individual's life also depends on
his or her degree of social participation in community, religious,
recreational, family and other institutions, the quality of the physical
environment, feelings of security, social worth and gratification in work,

leisure and other settings and numerous other factors which -are not
addressed." (130125-3-128)
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7.0 OB IMPACTS0

The details of Operating riase County impacts can be found in Section 4.3.1.10
in C-hapter 4 of the FEIS.
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE flRAFr tEis:

"I too am a patriotic citizen. Nothing would make me happier than
to see this valley grow and I want it to grow and I expect to make it
grow and I think we- could h)e a great asset to each other." (B0OO62-8-008)-
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8.0 POTENTIAL MITIGATION STRATEGIES

This chapter reviews the literature on mitigation strategies. All of these have
either been advocated, suggested or even actually implemented in attenpts to
ameliorate the impacts of other projects, typically large-scale energy projects in
the West. It is believed that they might have some applicability for mitigating the
adverse impacts of the M-X project and are presented for the consideration of
county, local and municipal leaders. This review, and the accompanying listing of
strategies, however, implies no commitment on the part of the Air Force or the
7)epartment of Defense. Detailed Mi-X program mitigations are shown in ETR-38,
Mitigations.

The following sections discuss so-ne of the problems in attempting to mitigate
adverse project impacts, present a list of the actual strategies that have been
advocated or tried, and outline some of the forms of assistance which tile Federal
Government provides to states and localities.

8.1 MITIGATION PROBLEMS

If the potentially impacted community's infrastructure and facilities were
adequate to provide the quantity and quality of goods and services required during
the expansion, many of the boomtown problems would be reduced in severity if not
eliminated. Droblems arise, however, because almost invariably, small, isolated
conmunities do not have the requisite infrastructure and facilities and, moreover,
the community's needs are out of phase with its ability to pay (Nordlund, 1978). The
need arises before and during the population expansion while the taxes or revenues
come late in the development or entirely afterward. Indeed, as Nordlund notes,
many of the community's needs occur several years before the influx of people
occurs. Building and expanding medical health facilities, schools, roads, sewer,
water and other utility systems, or ne~v parks require the commitment of capital and
ti:ne two or three years before project development actually begins (Nordlund,
1978).

The problem with this sL -called "front-end-financing" is that there is a
s~ibstantial degree of risk for a community about to experience a major project
developnent (Corrigan, 1976). If the development is delayed or abandoned, that
tine and those resources may be wasted. Communities need some type of insurance
or guarantee that they will not be crippled by heavy indebtedness if a planned
development does not materialize or is quickly abandoned as was the case, for
example, in Nekoma, North Dakota (Moody, 1981).

Lopreato, Monts, and Bareiss (1980) attempted to evaluate alternative
strategies for financing municipal facilities through simulations based on a system
dynamics model of public service facilities. They conclude that no locally generated
revenue strategy solves the public service financing problem. For example,
dramatic increases in user fees lower revenue shortages but increase local tax rates
to unacceptable levels as does the removal of property tax ceilings. Only direct
extralocal grants both eliminate public services and keep the property tax rate
down. They caution that their results support the contention that there is no simple
"one-shot" solution to the management of community fiscal problems that arise
because of a temporary population influx, and that the solution of the boomtown
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFr EIS:

"The desert landscape once severed and decirnate'1 is n, longer
integral and integrity once was a human value. 'W 'ater is our lifeblood;
the ice cold snow melt and the deep creeks, priceless nameless creeks
running full and muddy, the aquifers rises is the basis of hundreds of .
families and native peoples out there in the desert of the gentle rollingearth cannot he lost to a manmade project." (B0033-9-904)
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financing problem will likely involve some combination of prepayments, loan
guarantees, grants, locally generated revenue aimed at existing residents, and
locally generated revenue aimed at newcomers (L.preato, Monts, and Tareiss, 1980).

Much of the boomtown literature places a great deal of emphasis on
mechanisms for planning and coordination in the management of rapid developrment
(irovec et al., 1980; iMeiker, 1980), but Newitt (1977) warns that our reach greatly
exceeds our grasp; something that should be recognized and incorporated into the
planning process itself. That is, the negative consequences of rapid development
are, partially at least, inherent in the process and develo ,ment plans would not
necessarily prevent crowding in housing and schools, rising crime rates, inflated
prices, and high labor turnover. Despite this admonition and "a concensus that to
date there is no example of a local community or county which has successfilly
nastered the situation" (Myhra, 1976), what can and should be done to alleviate or
mitigate the adverse boomtown impacts? Perhaps most imp-rtant is the necessity
for as accurate a prediction of future population in-migration as possible (HUn,
1976), since the ability of a community to mitigate or a'neliorate problems is only as ,
effective as the information it receives fro-n the sources of growth. Clearly, a
community cannot hope to cope with a situation which it has had no ti ne to prepare.
Moreover, projections of future employment and in-migration and the associated
demands for pubhlic services should be presented in ranges to allow for the inevitable
changes in project size and timing (Hun, 197). Indeed, uncertainty has to be
allowed for, and it is imperative to have an adaptive impact management system , 0
since there are typically large variations between original forecasts and actual work
forces. Strikes, power failures, cash-flow problems, weather, regulatory problems,
prine or subcontractor dilemmas, and retrofitting hassles can all inflate the
nunbers of construction workers (Raine, i9Rl). In order to avoid surprises, local
i)eople should be involved in the establishment of a monitoring system to kee.r them
irtq, ainted with all develoDments ('.aine, 19 1). ,

In Addition, accuratr esti:nates of the likely geographical distribution of the
constr,:tion and oper-ation workers and their dependents c3,ning into the impact
area are essential if communities ;ire to adequately prepare for anticipated growth.
lqowever, it shouild be realized that these estimates, typically based on some variant
of the yravtv allocation model, are likely to be subject to errors and should only be
ajsed with ca ition (Challners, 1977). Indeed, it has been shown that the gravity
nodel is least effective in the least densely oop'lated areas of the country (Murdock

et a1., 197 R).

Gihnore 't al. (1977) have pointed out th)at the effectiveness of the .itigation
offoarts varies with their timing and with the stage of project development d ring
which they are applied. They identify three stages of project development and three
corresponding staoes for i npact :nitigation purooses: (a) ',void: where imna ts are
avoided before develop-ne-it occrurs; (b) ,lleviAte h where impacts are nodified asdevelopmient starts; and (c) \ileviate I1; where mpacts are a neliorated d Jri ag the

boom criis.

• sen tiallv the options for nitigation decline over tiine ,o twt -v the time the
"hoo'n -:risis' period is rmaclhed, :t is t')o late for efecti ,e nitiration (Tal igan and
" app, 1975). C lrarlv, wherever possible ,nitwiat in * nea':Jres siould be -nitigated in
the "Ivoid Stag ", ti-rat i, before devlop-nen t oc,-irs, or, at the , I , d irring the

lleviate I Stage". When mitioition neas:ires are introduced before project

• " " " " " : ° " " " - n ' ~ am aim a~a m n~n~b , im , m~m/ Ha m nnmut i m
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PUBLIC COMIVEN4T ON THE DlRAFT EIS:

"The stated increase in local land values obviously refers to lands
around the Os for commercial and residential use. Include a discussion
of the decreasedr land values associated with \.-X deployment. There is
also reference to temporary sh)rtage of some goods, services, and skilled - 0

,onstruction labor. Pased on the construction timetable, the 'temporary'
shr)-tages could last six to seven years. 'Turing that period, comnpetition
for scarce labor, materials, equimnent and capital resources inay vastly
increase the costs of developing energy resources. This discussion needs
to be expanded in the FEIS." (BO122-0-079) 4
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development, they are likely to be cheaper and more effective and will probably
avoid the necessity for poor improvisations at later stages of project development.
Indeed, it has been maintained that investments in infrastructure that begin only
after the construction phase has begun can potentially exacerbate the boom
(Cummings and Schulze, 1978). However, as Gilmore et al. (1977) note, early
mitigation measures also carry the greatest risk because they involve the
commitment of resources before the project development, and if the development is
delayed or abandoned, those resources may be wasted (Moody, 1981). Because of
this risk, early mitigation measures require the most outside support, particularly in
those communities that have had a long boom and bust tradition since the local
residents are likely to be very skeptical of "Akvoid mechanisms" (Gilmore et al.,
1977).

What, then, are some of the mitigation measures or strategies that have been
suggested? The following sections list examples of nitigation strategies, used in a
variety of projects, organized by the following categories: community cohesion,
institutions, public services, local economy, and housing.

8.2 MITIGATION STRATEGIES FOR PRESERVING COMMUNITY COHESION

The county night consider funding a community relations commission; citizen
advisory committees would examine new approaches to improving life in the county,
for example: telephone referral service for information on available social and
g,,overnmental services; orientation sessions, and education, cultural and social
activities; and coordinated membership drive of all volunteer organizations in the
county (HUD, 1976; Gilmore and fluff, 1975).

Welcome wagons, "hospitality hostess" programs are good buffering
,mechanisms, easing the entry of new households into a community (HUD, 1976;
Green and Curry, 1977).

Efforts to integrate newcomers and longtirners must attempt to provide an
awareness of "who is who" among longtimers and their organizations while realizing
that many of the former distinctions will be lost. Efforts also must be nade to
preserve community identity and community pride without ignoring or denying the S
very real problems that exist or finding scapegoats for problems that are not
anybody's fault (Cortese, 19,0). I

If possible, schedule construction so as to even out \vorkforce high and low
periods of activity (Gilmore, et a., 1977).

Local government and groups use radio, TV, news media to inform citizens and
to encourage citizen participation and activate community resources (Gilnore and
Duff, 1975).

Establish locally sponsored adult education and career opportunities center
(Gilmore and Buff, 1975).

Establish a co'nmunity relations commission (Gilmore and fluff, 1975).

Establish local branches of state agencies to facilitate state services and
technical assistance to communities (Greene and Curry, 1977).
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State univers>ity, or local coll[ege", could provide com uni ty development
technical or research assistanc:e to Ioca~ tes through appropri to departnmn,
particularly in identifying social values and social prob~ems (Greene and Curry,
1977; Ulhlmnann, 1979).

Saeuniversity could set up programn training for students to .vork- ini 0

ntihin humnan service ara.Frexanole th \Vyoiig ' a Services
Progran at the University of Wyoming (Williams, 1976; lihlmann, 1979).

iiize Federal funding; sources for various social ,ervices. For exu nub _

"ational Institute Of M ental Hea th and other progr amns funded by appropriate he lt h 0

abluse, and alc-ohol and drug abuse prograins (Rapp, 1976).

8.3 MIlTIGATION STRATEGIES FOR INSTITUTIONS

SCHOOLS (8131)

ct yi- joit taxinig distriL s (6reene aind Cu ,1977).

H17uiio f or 0 has should be altered to accom nodate nudden il tlxes of
nrldeit tw so iwt to ponalize individual districts for long periods Of ti iC( (Tala-i,'dn

' ( 1sw of tonporary ilii s ndia and 1 >Yi hl

w;I ,; ci' libraries, or gon to split ses>sions oro )yln

1' -! i .ro> i; t [5o t.Ik 'fi5 1 1

1 - , ! s it -. "

, Pl NM MIN VI') OAL FINAN( Ii (9. 3.2)
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PUBILIC COMMENT ON THE FmRAr EIS:

"I'm concerned with the impressing heauiv one finds in the west
de-sert of Uitah and how it will be affected ')y the M-X project. I've
Spenjt rnany hours sitting in the mountain range in the wvest d esert looking

C nut at the magnificent scenes one finds th:-rte and I just shudder at the
thoght of looking out over these spacesIloesouhndeigtee
projects going u-p; the dust storms b~eing crteate-d from those holes b)eing
Jimg for \1-X and what not. I'm just intere sted in t'ie preservation of this
)(eau-ty. M10006-5-0001
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Set up state assistance programs to identify federal sources of funds (Greene
and Curry, 1977).

Set up state and university sponsored training programs in growth management
for local government officials (Rapp, 1976).

Establish multicounty planning districts (Federal Energy Administration, 1975).

State could permit debt ceiling to be raised to a higher percentage of existing
taxable valuation or by converting local assessment policies to reflect higher
assessed to full-value rate (Baldwin et at., 1976).

State can create a revolving loan fund, create state bonding authority, state
finance agency (Federation of Rocky Mountain States, 1975).

Take advantage of federal financial sources for aid to impacted communities
(Lopreato et al., 1980).

State and county governments should develop the capability to provide counsel
to aid local government in establishing a viable and responsive local government unit
(Talagan and Rapp, 1975).

Take advantage of state financial sources for aid to impacted communities,
for example: tax prepayments; local bond purchases; impact payments; loan
guarantees; bond or tax payment guarantees (Lopreato et al., 1980).

8.4 MITIGATION STRATEGIES FOR PUBLIC SERVICES

HEALTH SERVICES (8.4.1)

The strategy for improving health care in small communities seems to be one
that includes the organization and operation of an effective ambulance service,
providing emergency medical training and self-care training, utilizing the services
of nurses, practitioners, and technicians, establishing a network of close working
relationships with physicians and hospitals in nearby large cities, and only
occasionally developing a comprehensive health center within a community
(Kennedy, 1981).

States might consider establishment of mobile units to provide some type of
services such as health facilities. In areas where several communities will be
experiencing noncoincident construction peaks, these units could be rotated
(Lopreato et al., 1980).

Can develop satellite medical centers/group programs (Greene and Curry,
1977).

Develop incentive programs to recruit physicians (Williams, 1976).

Establish Health Maintenance Organizations, which could be set up by local
physicians, with federal assistance to offer prepaid health care (Real Estate
Research Corporation, 1975).

4S
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Set up interstate helicopter and airplane ambulance network permitting rapid
transport of accident victims to regional hospitals (Bureau of Reclamation and
Institute of Applied Research, 1975).

Should be planning to coordinate public health resources operating within the
state. Coordination of activities should focus on federal, state and other funds
(Greene and Curry, 1977; Talagan and Rapp, 1975).

Use physicians in public health services to staff rural communities' clinic
(Greene and Curry, 1977).

Utilize various federal programs to provide financial assistance for hospitals
and health facilities- -EI)A, FMHA, Regional Commissions, HHS, and General
Services Administration (Rapp, 1976).

Placement of physicians, dentists and other health care practitioners by the
National Health Service Corps (NHSC), an arm of the U.S. ,Department of Health
and Human Services. This agency signs up young professionals and places them in
medically under-served areas for a two-year commitment period. The community
has the responsibility to provide a place for them to practice, as well as anticipate
their needs for housing, a job for the spouse if desired, and other similar
requirements. These assignees work just like their counterparts in private practice,
except that they are salaried and paid directly by the NHSC. The ultimate goal is to
retain these individuals in the community on a permanent basis in private practice
after their two-year commitment has been fulfilled (Jacobson, 1976).

Hold seminars for benefit of local health professionals to acquaint them with
industrial-related diseases, accidents (Edwards et al., 1976).

Maintain ambulance first-aid station. Done in Colstrip (Johnson and White,
197 5).

Provide temporary facilities such as mobile or modular units which can be used
as construction activities move from one area to another or construct a building to
serve as a hospital during the construction period and then become a nursing or
retirement home thereafter (Bureau of Reclamation and Institute of Applied -.Research, 1975).

POLICE AND FIRE SERVICES (8.4.2)

State can set up a community development authority, as in 'Wyoming, to loan
'noney to finance public services (Williams, 1976).

Establish mutual aid agreements among municipalities and federal facilities.

SOCIAL SERVICES (8.4.3)

Set up social service programs, such as family planning, alcohol, and 0

drug-abuse centers (Greene and Curry, 1977).

Take advantage of federal assistance for social and health services, primarily
from HHS programs such as Family Health Centers, Emergency Medical Services,
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PURLIC COMMENT ON THE 1ORAFT EIS:

"To those who stand to make the big bucks, which is obviously not
the farmer and rancher, and support the M-X development in west Texas
and eastern New Mexico I extend my sympathy to you. I think none of us
are capable of even beginning to realize the far reaching negative effect
this program will produce. I simply ask those who stand in support of the
M-X development, 'Is money profited at the expense of others your main
goal in life?' If so, your god is a different God fro- mine..."
(B0555-1-001)

* •
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Public 'Alealth Services Programs, Mental Health, ')rug Abuse, Alcohol and Child
Development Programs (Rapp, 1976).

For human services project, such as that set up by the University of Wyoming,
provide students with training in social services in impacted comnunities (Williams,
1976).

Community and counseling facilities to deal with the elderly's problems
(Greene and Curry, 1977).

Provision of nursing home and retirenent facilities as older residents retire or
become displaced by the social and technological change around them (Greene and
Curry, 1977).

UTILITIES (8.4.4)

Temporary facilities and services should be utilized for the constraction phase
whenever possible. Package sewer treatment plants, contracts with state agencies
for te,nporary staff, and other short-term solutions should be considered (HUD,
1976; Greene and Curry, 1977).

County cdn set up a special improvement district to finance a new sewer
system. Done in Colstrip, Montana (Johnson and White, 1975; Myhra, 1976).

Since considerable lead time is required for utilities, updated preplanning nust
proje,:t the needs and timetable for initial construction. Public and private utility
co-npanies should be encouraged and requir,_d to develop an implementation schedule
which nake tese amnenities available as needed (Talagan and Rapp, 1975).

State can provide assistance for water oollJtion control, constriction and
sanitary projects, water supply construction (Rapp, 1976).

State can set lip a Community Development Authority to loan money for water
and sever systems, roads, storm sewers and lighting and other public services, for
exanple: \'yoming Community ,'evelopnent Authority (Williams, 1976).

TRANSPORTATION (8.4.5)

The conmunity can provide -ninibuses to community facilities (Greene and
Curry, 1977).

The community can develop a local transit system, as done in Sheridan,
" ',Wyo'ning (Greene and Curry, 1977).

Community can encourage or sponsor taxi service for intercommunity travel
(Greene and Curry, 1977).

State provides highway funding for state highways and urban arterials (Greene
and Curry, 1977).

The co,nmunity can set .Jp an area transportation coordinating committee
e-irly with the municipal, developer, and state planning personnel (Edwards et al.,
1976). OR
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Utilize federal aid programs to develop public transportation and to construct
transportation facilities, administered by the Department of Transportation,
Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion, Economic Development Administration and Farmers Home Administration
(Rapp, 1976; Williams, 1976).

Stagger shift hours to reduce congestion on roads from project to the
community (Williams, 1976).

A systematic and timely program of manpower training could make better use
of indigenous populations, thereby requiring lesser movement into the area, and it
could also help some of the more economically disadvantaged people in the area
(Kneese, 1975).

8.5 MITIGATION STRATEGIES FOR THE HOUSING SECTOR

Need flexible design since the construction of houses, streets and other S
facilities -has to keep pace with the population influx and has to adjust to any
unforeseen alterations in the growth rate. Therefore, the concept of the plan should
provide for future growth to develop in separate pockets surrounded by open space.
(Myhra, 1976).

To allow flexibility in location and responsiveness to housing demand provide S
as many types of housing in as many different areas of the community as possible, as
was done in Colstrip, Montana (Myhra, 1976).

Need to eliminate the uncertainty as to urban development will occur and how
long will it last. This uncertainty, when high, deters developers and creditors, so
that speculative housing does not occur and mortgage loans may be either 0
unavoidable or only available at unfavorable terms.

Many of the housing problems in boomtowns can be reduced by the intelligent
use of mobile homes during the construction phase. They can be moved from site to
site (Newitt, 1977).

Creation of a Housing Finance Authority by the state to subsidize mortgage
rates. Done in Colorado (Gilmore et al., 1977).

Local growth management by utility expansion policies (Gilmore et al., 1977).

States can encourage factory-built homes by adopting building and zoning
codes which specify industrial performance standards in their building codes rather
than minimum property standards (Bronder et al., 1977).

Codes and regulations are frequently not standardized throughout the state.
This can cause builders added expense and time delays who must modify their
housing plans from community to community (Bronder et al., 1977). •

8.6 EFFECTS MANAGEMENT FOR BOOMTOWNS

In recent years, some communities in the Western United States have
experienced stresses and strains resulting from rapid uncontrolled growth, similar to
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:

"I think that we have a very unique thing here. There aren't very
many places that you can go in the world where you have the kind of
opportunity for freedom, solitude, appreciation of the land in practically
a wilderness status." (B0439-8-000)
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the events which occurred during the gold and silver mining eras in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. Experiences with boomtowns in regions of high energy
development during the early 1970s have been the cause of many "Chicken Little"
stories circulating in other towns targeted for rapid development (Blundell, 1981).

Other communities anticipating expansive growth have taken note of the
problems experienced by boomtowns and are putting "lessons learned" to good use.
A boomtown episode does not have to be a totally negative experience. By planning
for increased social and land use demands, and formulating mitigation plans,
communities can offset many negative impacts and capitalize on benefits. By
monitoring results of planning decisions, local citizens can evaluate and make
necessary adjustments to earlier decisions and thus create continuous feedback
loops.

,%s a result of the %I-X deployment proposal, various federal, state, and local
organizations have been activated or established to develop the extraordinary
amount of information required for project decisions and identify impacts and S
alternatives. Federal agencies involved at this time include several branches of the
\ir Force (especially the Civil Engineer (AFRCE) and the Ballistic Missile Office

(BMO; Bureau of Land Management; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; Council on
Historic Preservation; Bureau of Indian Affairs; the Army Corps of Engineers (design
and construction agent); and the Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA). Other
federal agencies have been involved indirectly. The Western Federal Regional 0
Council and the Rocky Mountains/Plains Regional Council (both composed of
representatives from each of the non-Department of Defense agencies) have
organized MA-X Task Force(s). These Task Forces meet occasionally to consider
project status reports, and if the program proceeds, will probably become more
active with the states and local communities. The impacted states and local
entities have established organizations to further their planning efforts. In general, ' 0
these organizations provide information and planning assistance to members to help
them in identifying impacts, alternatives and possible consequences of their
decisions. Towns within Nevada and Utah have been impacted, in the past by gold
and silver mining and have experienced the "boom-bust" cycle. The citizens of
potential M-X impacted areas have no desire to be subjected to another cycle of
this type of economic confusion and are taking steps to ensure that they recognize . *
the alternatives open to them in dealing with the phenomenon and the consequences
of these alternatives. The states and local communities recognize that they could
be subject to both negative and positive impacts, but wish to choose measures which
will reduce adverse impacts, thereby controlling their future.

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT (8.6.1) -

The Department of rDefense Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) is primarily
concerned with defense realignment programs undertaken by the Department of
Defense which create social and economic impacts within communities, states, and
regions.

For the \4-X program, OEA has identified two major objectives: (1) minimize
the adverse socioeconomic effects of large-scale rapid growth and (2) maximize tile
economic benefits of M-X system constriction and operation for the affected areas.
OEA's major goal is to coordinate and expedite the delivery of appropriate and
approved federal assistance to meet community needs. OEA's approach to this

9 0
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE DRAFT EIS:

"Looking at one more area of concern: quality of life. I can only
see trouble. A construction job of this magnitude, tens of thousands of
floating workers, billions of dollars, the local inflation rate that has to
occur; it all spells the doom of our way of life. No longer will we enjoy
the solitude, the clean air and the peacefulness of these wondrous plains.
God has trusted us with this land; to care for it and oass it on to the next
generation as beautiful and as productive as when '-le allowed us to
become stewards of it." (0550-2-005)
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program recognizes that the community to be impacted has the lead role in defining
the impacts and the manner in which self-generated mitigative actions can reduce

* those impacts. OEA is highly committed to local initiative in effects management,
. thus enabling local governments to have direction over their future. As a member

of the Nevada and Utah Intergovernmental Working Groups, OEA acts as an advisor
and catalyst to the cooperative planning process.

OEA's responsibilities include working with the many M-X program partici-
pants in economic adjustment planning. ')uring 1980-81, Military Construction
funds were used by OEA for developing some community baseline data sources,
formi;ig growth management policies; developing an appropriate economic model for
assessing anticipated fiscal impacts; and other activities to assist the potentially
impacted areas to gather data for future planning decisions. OEA distributed these
reports widely within the states and local planning organizations and other federal
agencies.

Recognizing that private sector activity will provide and benefit from the bulk
of the long-term economic effects, OEA's efforts will also include providing
assistance to business in creating the proper environment for balanced economic
growth.

As a result of its experience with the West Coast Trident military basing
* programs, and funding assistance, OEA is aware of many of the problems that could

face M-X impacted communities. Therefore, there is a general agreement that in
some special circumstances the legislation used for Trident will not meet the needs

* of communities to be affected by M-X.

New legislation, based in part, on cooperative local, state and federal
participation provisions in the Section 803 Impact Assistance Study. (The study was
requested by Congress to examine various means of delivering community impact
funds. The study group was composed of federal, states and local representatives.)
This legislation is designed to overcome the perceived needs of the M-X program.
Once a decision is made on M-X deployment, OEA will be called upon by the
specific communities which would be impacted.

STATE(S) AND LOCAL PLANNING RESPONSES (8.6.2)

Nevada Department of M-X Coordination (8.6.2.1)

When the Air Force proposed the M-X deployment program, it was evident
that special planning mechanisms would be needed in Nevada to cope with the
project. The governor requested federal funding assistance to develop staff
capability at the state and local levels to interface with federal agencies, assess
M-X impacts, and prepare contingency impact mitigation plans.

In Nevada, two M-X agencies were established. At the state level, the
Governor and the state legislature created the Department of M-X Coordination.
At the local level, counties identified as probably having M-X facilities located in
them created the Local Oversight Committee.

The Nevada Department of M-X Coordination serves three functions: (I) a
focal point for collection and dissemination of M-X-related information to and from
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federal agencies. state agencies, local governments, the Local Oversight
Committee, the academic community, and the general public, (2) management for
state programs, and (3) impact analysis and mitigation planning at the state level.

In the area of program nanagement, the . epartment has established M-X
working groups composed of representatives from state agencies, academic
community, both domestic and defense-related agencies, local government and
private citizens.

State agencies and "i-X working groups have been working closely with federal
M-X planners to identify impacts and develop programs to address those impacts. In
order to meet increased service demands when construction begins, it is imperative
that essential community facilities and services be in place and adequate to meet
these demands. For example, the Nevada ,epartnent of Transportation has
identified state transportation network improvements that need to be made by fiscal
year 1983 to accommodate the increase in traffic that is projected as a result of
M-X construction activity. 0

The Nevada State ')epartmnent M-X staff is conposed of professionals from
diverse technical backgrounds (e.g., land use planning, economic and fiscal impact
analysis, engineering, natural resource planning, and human services planning). This
team integrates the analyses, planning efforts and prograns of the various state

* agencies. These state agencies (and the working groups) address such issues as
revegetation, employment and training, wildlife, water quality and quantity, historic
preservation nining, ranching and air quality. A cooperative program between the
')epartment of '-uman Resources, the Office of Community Services, and the Local
Oversight Committee is surveying human services currently available in the
potential impact counties, and establishing human services planning efforts. State
and local agencies have also copnbined their planning efforts on education, law 0
enforcement, and employment and training.

The Nevada r)epartment of Av-X Coordination is formulating programs to
assist the state's citizens in dealing with M-X-related inpacts through an integrated
planning approach including federal, state and local M-X participants.

M-X Local Oversight Committee (Nevada) (8.6.2.2)

The Local Oversight Committee was created by the counties identified as
probably receiving \i-X facilities. The Comnittee fulfills several functions: (I)
information clearinghouse for M-X-related matters, (?) reviews and comments upon
the reports by the Department of ')efense contractors, state agencies and the li
Committee's own contractors. The professional staff has expertise in rapid growth
planning, economic and fiscal planning, grantmanship, and intergovernmental
relations. The Committee's main thrust is to ensure that the federal government is
aware of and recognizes local issues and problems. The Committee has employed a
number of consultants to assist in data collecting and impact analysis tasks.

* Presently, a major effort is underway to incorporate all of the previous studies into
a six-county Fiscal Impact Study. This study (which includes Lincoln, White Pine,
Eureka, Lander, Nye and Esmeralda) will be a profile of population and economic
trends, local government organization and public services, employment and land use
trends affecting service requirements and trends in revenues to support public and
quasi-public services. Future employment, population, household growth and
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PIBLIC C)MFENT ON THE ;)RAFT EIS:

"I should no,, like to address myself to the economic effect on the
state. The state of ;ltah has the dubious honor of being ranked 45th in
earnings iper ri )ita of ill the states. I, for one, an ashaned of this
stotus, or as most I tahns refer to as our way of life. To summarize our
way of life we have nore college and universities attendance per capita
than any other state and we export a majority of graduates to other
states here they work and pay taxes. Those who remain conoronise
their _earnings for their talents.

"An opportunity has been offered us. A challenge has been set

before is. We have the ability, the industry, the fortitude, and integrity
to ,neet the challenge. We look forward to the excitement, involvement,
and growth of this state in the next ten years. There will be changes to
the life style, a disriJption of the present way of life. What a wonderful
prosp-ct. As each dollar generates more dollars the state treasury will
increase, and the legislators will have a new problem of determining how
they will spend the additional revenues. I wonder how Senator 7-rancis
Farley will cope with this prospect.

"It is ti ne for Utahns to expend their energies on preparation so
they will be ready. Thanks for the opoortunity." (A0488-6-O121
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housing require nents are to be projected by counties and comnmunities. Forecasts
.vilI be made oni condlitions and chaniges, were the counties to continue with the
existing economic and social base, and then what would happen if the 1-X systemn

* were deployed in the area.

-3n request, the staff will assist local govern-nents in preparing plans on the _

*topics mnentioned previously. The staff will review and mnake recommendations
concerning various county and/or commiunity proposals, bumt does not advocate any
one proposal over another. The Co nnittee votes on recommendations, which are
then adopted as a l-ocal Oversighit Conrnittee positi:n of record.

Through the v-Arious studies and interaction with federal, state and local
planners, t he representatives of thie counties who coinpose the committee are
obtaining a better understanding of thie problems they face, and the alternative

* actionis open to thle-n.

Utah M-X Coordination Office (8.6.2.3)

This office is an extraordinary office within Iftah's history. The governor
requieste d feder at funding to i iitiate a coordination and cooperative effort to
ilitera:ct with federal, state, and local planning agencies. As an offshoot of thle
3iover~ior's office, it has broad and uinique powers. B~ecause the governor assigned a

* high) priority to % -X studies, the work of the office has the highest priority within
the state. Sobject only to the -overnor's oversight, the Coordinlation Office assigns
pi~foriti-s on '1-X-related -matters to all other state agencies. In this way, the
o)fice exerc-ises -nanagement prerogatives in) directing the work of other state
agelCie-S.

Th-e pri n-rv ol of the C-oordination '.fficie are to provide staff support to
the ovr o on M -X' studies and perform planning functions for other state
a 1-10es. T'i staff coordinates technical information neetings and reviews

j ~ ~ , 1-etsA I j iis pulse byth)M Force, the Corps of E ngineers, and the
*Ofce: crno"nic -djust nen-, and other concerned federal and state agencies.

The ~zif lso develops de nogra phic, employ-nent anid fiscal impact study o-Itliles
* to )' ')v other staite gece.The studies are conducted by Jtah state

A aId th)eir conitract r-s, and the University of Utah and distributed to
~1onrom ~ ~ ~cis.The studzies se rve as planining aids for county arid local

risThe itah 'Coordi tation )ffic-e staff docu nents both qualitative anld
*1 11ilnti II t1v i'Cnpacts, "prov'iding- technical sujppo~rt for decisiionnakers in thle juris-

T~tro.if ter e! cn j irisdic tion il maedevisos n ipen the
*chain~ J Og>- are"ecsary for \I-x impact managemnent arid the bette-r nent of

tnle !'01n n .ioity. 'T7) exanple, thie town of 1iilford, once a thriving railroadl
Snnnyhois ex:)_rieniced dfn econonic decline. After consideration of many

Acos, iford ofii t ormilatc-d a towNi plan, and exmressed a desire to have Anl
())erat'1', tb.1se locadted adjacent to their :n fnuni1ty. The tovnnsoeople appear to be
.viil" to dc~ the atcntisreesand strains of a large increase in

* oi~t n m order to reao thep ciiefts of a ;taOle ocolonv.

Whien id Jo:i Is reached on 1-N epo neit, it is probable that the
Oord-iniati,) -)nfjice vill )e restr jctiired. It wo)uld 'ecki ne a divisioni wit'lin an

ei n eourt nent. \t t)rit ti;ne the extrdeurdiniAry power, assigned the office vill
h~ evi~dto fleet thle codtorvailing -it thie timne.
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M-X Missile Policy Board (Utah) (8.6.2.4)

Approximately at the same time the State M-X Coordination Office was being
formed, the citizens in the potentially impacted Utah counties and communities
formed their Oolicy Board. Based on their knowledge of the Trident experience in .
Kitsap County, Wash. and the scope of the M-X proposal, they made use of an
existing state law which permitted them to organize a group composed of
representatives from the various counties and communities. The Board is
multipurpose: (1) it makes available to the affected counties and communities all
documents and information relating to M-X; (2) it coordinates with the State of
Utah Task Force on M-X (Intergovernmental Working Group); and (3) it ensures that e

local concerns are expressed in any and all decisions related to M-X planning. The
Policy Board undertakes and directs studies to provide information to facilitate
decision making in communities and counties.

The following studies have or are being undertaken: Baseline Services
Analysis, a Fiscal Management Plan Operational Impact Studies for the Milford and 0
Longridge (Delta) sites and Fiscal Impact Analysis for the M-X Deployment Area,
Master Plans for the counties and their municipalities in Iron, Beaver, Milliard, and
Julliard.

These studies will be used by the Policy Board staff and counties and local

communities for analyzing planning alternatives and their meaning and impacts. S

New Mexico and Texas (8.6.2.5)

Although these two states are being considered under the split-basing mode,
neither state has established a special office or committee for M-X planning. The
Iovernor of New Mexico has appointed a person within his office to receive and 0
distribute M-X information. The New Mexico legislature has passed some legisla- . "
tion to establish a coordination office similar to those in Utah and Nevada but has
requested that the Governor not sign this legislation until a decision has been made
to place M-X in New Mexico. The Air Force has reserved one million dollars for
planning purposes in the two states, when appropriate offices are established.

Summary (8.6.2.6)

Through various mechanisms state and local governments in Nevada and Utah
are making decisions regarding their futures with the M-X program. They have
demonstrated effectiveness in gathering and using information to formulate alterna-

*. tives for dealing with a large and complex federal project. Through combining ) 0
planning efforts, not only on an intrastate level but also on an interstate level, they
have formulated plans for the project on a regional level. Although a deployment
decision has not yet been reached, the contingency plans already formulated and the
identification of resultant impacts have greatly assisted federal planners in their
ability to respond to these decisions, by including regional, state, and local decisions
in planning efforts.
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